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Abstract

A Measurement System is an important weapon for improving product quaiity.

An accurate and precise instrument can help us to detect changes that happen in any

production process. Most importantly, a well-managed measurement system also helps a

company to continuously improve their production processes. In order to maintain the

acç¡xacy and precision of gauges, an understanding of how to operate the measurement

system and the sources of variability arising from the measurement process is required' In

this paper, we wili start from the general idea of a measurement system and progress to a

detailed discussion of gauge variability estimates.
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Chapter" tr.

IntroductÍon

In today's world, customer satisfaction with a company's products is a major

factor in achieving a company's success. Improving the quality of the products produced

can help the company maintain market share in the global markeþlace. For these reasons,

the requirement for achieving the reliability of process data is a major concern of the

production process. Also, the quality of data from the production process depends in

large part on the instrument used in the measurement process. As a consequence, the

measurement process plays a major role in ensuring that the data from a production

process is accurate and precise. A reliable measurement process also helps the company

to continuously improve their production processes. If the data obtained from

measurement process are reliable, then improvements to the production process can be

based on the information contained within these data.

In daily production, reliable measurements do not occur naturally. An

understanding of the sources of variability and the ability to control the factors that affect

the measurement quality in the measurement process are major components of the

strategy for quality improvement. Variability in the measurement process may come from

instrument calibration, parts, operators, measuring procedures, instrument repeatability

and reproducibility etc. Therefore, one significant goal is to determine how much of the

process variability comes from the measurement process and then to reduce and control



this variability. The use of statistical techniques is helpful in monitoring the measurement

process; a most important aspect is to seek ways in which the variation from the

measurement process can be minimized.

The first part of this paper will focus on the introduction of the measurement

system' This will include the concept of accuracy and definitions, history of
measurement, general principles and practicai implications, calibration, operational

definitions, statistical properties, general guidelines of test procedures, and measurement

control systems. The second part of this paper will focus on the gauge capability sfudy;

this will include classical gauge repeatability and reproducibility study, an experimental

design approach to a gauge capability study, and construction of confidence intervals.

After that, we will describe other sources of measurement error, such as gauge aca.,nacy,

linearity and stability. Also, we will describe how to compare trueness and precision for

two instruments. Finally, the last part of this paper will provide ari example of a gauge

capability study using semiconductor data.



Chaptew 2

Some Measurement Comcepts

2-l ÐefinitÍons

Before we have a further discussion, some of the terms about a measurement

process need to be defined. The following definitions are taken from the nomenclature

documents of the International Organization for Standardization ISO 3534-l:1993

(Statistics - Vocabulary and symbols - Part I: Probability and general statistical terms)

and ISO 5725-1:1994 {Accuracy (trueness and precision) of measurement methods and

results - Part I: General Principles and definitions).

Observed value: The value of a characteristic obtained as the result of a single

observation.

Test result: The value of a characteristic obtained by carrying out a specified test

method.

Level of the test in a precision experÍment: The general average of the test results from

all laboratories for one particular material or specimen tested.

Accepted reference value: A value that serves as an agreed-upon reference for

comparison, and which is derived as:

a) a theoretical or established value, based on scientific principres;



b) an assigned or certified value, based on experimental work of some national or

intemational organization;

c) a consensus or certified values, based on collaborative experimental work under the

auspices of a scientific or engineering group;

d) when a), b) and c) are not available, the expectation of the (measurable) quantity, i.e.

the mean of a specified population of measurements.

Accuracy: The closeness of agreement between a test result and the accepted reference

value.

Trueness: The closeness of agreement between the average value obtained from a large

series oftest results and an accepted reference value.

Bias: The difference between the expectation of the test results and an accepted reference

value.

Precision: The closeness of agreement between independent test results obtained under

stipulated conditions.

Repeatability: Precision under repeatability conditions.

R.epeatability conditions: Conditions where independent test results are obtained with

the same method on identical test items in the same laboratory by the same operator using

the same equipment within short intervals of time.

Repeatability limit: The value less than or equal to which the absolute difference

between two test results obtained under repeatability conditions may be expected to be

with a probability of 95o/o.

R eproducibitity: Precision under reproducibility conditions.



Reproducibility conditions: Conditions where test results are obtained with the same

method on identical test items in different laboratories with different operators using

different equipment.

Reproducibility limit: The value iess than or equal to which the absolute difference

between two test results obtained under reproducibility conditions may be expected to be

with a probability of 95%o.

Outlier: A member of a set of values which is inconsistent with the other members of

that set.

'We 
provide two additional definitions taken from Measurement Systems Analysis

Reference Manual ( 1 990).

Gauge: Any device used to obtain measurements; frequently used to refer specifically to

the devices used on the shop floor; includes go/no-go devices.

Measurement system: The collection of operations, procedures, gauges and other

equipment, software, and personnel used to assign a number to the characteristic being

measured; the complete process used to obtain measurements.

2-Z The Concept of Accuracy

In this section, we shall describe the concept of accuracy, precision, trueness,

repeatabilíty and reproducibility. For a better understanding of those concepts, we shall

use some examples to explain the meaning of each. Some of the examples below are

taken from Kane (1989).



The concept of accuracy can be considered to consist of two important

components: trueness and precision. Understanding of these components is crucial to

what foliows as much of what is done in this paper is related to estimating or determining

the magnitude of these factors.

Trueness, as previously defined, describes how close the long-term average of

measurements made can be expected to be to the true value, or to an accepted reference

value. V/e will obtain a measure of trueness by determining the difference between the

expectation of the measurement results and the true or accepted reference value, the bias.

The second important component of accuracy, precision, refers to the closeness of

agreement among measurement results. Precision then is closely linked to the variation

observed between measurement observations.

No bias and high precision High bias, but high precision

X

X
X

No bias, but low precision

Figure 2.1The concept of accuracy

X

X/x
*./

x X

High bias and low precision



We illustrate these ideas of accuracy by using the target diagrams given in Figure

2.1. From the target chart in Figure 2.1, we can see that the result displays high trueness

if the test results are distributed around the accepted reference value (centre). Also, the

result is precise if the test results are clustered closely together.

Example 2.1 (Trueness)

In Section 2-1, we defined trueness as the closeness of agreement between the average

value obtained from a large series of test results and an accepted reference value. For

example, a single part is measured repeatedly using single instrument under repeatability

conditions.

The twenty-five repeated measurements on a 20-kg accepted reference standard are as

follows:

19.93 19.79 19.89 19.73 20.04

20.0s 19.91 19.99 19.86 19.70

19.95 19.99 19.87 19.76 19.75

19.74 20.06 19.84 20.06 19.78

19.76 19.84 19.98 19.84 19.93

Table2.l

The average value for these twenty-five repeated measurements value is 19.8g16. Based

on the definition of trueness in Section 2-I, the concept of trueness can be displayed as

follows:

Accepted reference value (20.00kg)
I

I

Average vflue (1 9.S8 1 6kg)

++

t6 I7 18 t9 20 2t 22 23



The trueness in this example is the closeness of agreement between the average value

(19.8816) and an accepted reference value (20.00). The bias can be estimated as the

difference between the average and the accepted reference value.

There are many factors that will have an impact on the accuracy of a measuring

device, method, or system. Examples of such factors include

(a) the instrument, or equipment being used;

(b) the person or persons using the equipment;

(c) the methodology used in making the measurements;

(d) the environment in which the measurement is made;

(e) the calibration and maintenance of the equipment;

(f) the time interval over which measurements are made;

(g) the material being measured.

These factors, and perhaps others, will contribute to the amount of variability that

is seen in measurements made in a measurement system. V/e will want to try to quantify

the contribution to the variability that is made by factors such as these.

There are two additional components associated with the concept of precision that

are of significant important in what follows in this paper. These two concepts are

repeatability and reproducibility. In studying the measurement process and the factors

that influence the measurements made, particularly with respect to its precision certain

conditions are associated with these two components. If the factors identified in the

previous paragraph, factors (a) through (g) can be held constant, we will be operating

under repeatability conditions. In other words, repeatability is the variability associated



with a single operator, using a single well-maintained measuring instrument, with a

standard method in a controlled environment over a short period of time on the same

material.

On the other hand, reproducibility conditions are those, which occur when many

of the factors previously described are allowed to vary or change. Operating under

reproducibility conditions will introduce alarge amount of variability into the process.

Thus reproducibiiity is associated with maximum variability while repeatability

represents the minimum variability that might be encountered.

It should be noted that because precision is variability in general, we typically

would measure it by using the statistical measure the standard deviation. We will

therefore want to be able to measure the level of repeatability and reproducibility through

determining the standard deviation associated with measurements made under the

appropriate conditions.

To illustrate these ideas we present the following examples.

Example 2.2 (Repeatability)

In Section 2-1, we defined repeatability as precision under repeatability conditions. A

single part is measured repeatedly using 2 measurement instruments under repeatability

conditions with the following results. Five repeated measurements of a single part used

instrument 1 are as follows:

10.0 7.7 11.1ó.5 9.2



Instrument 1:

XX XXX

67891011t2

Five repeated measurements of the same singl e part used instrument 2 are also found as

follows:

7.9 8.7 9.3 8.s 9.6

lnstrument 2:

X XX XX

6789101112

The spread of the measurements for instrument 1 is greater than for instrum ent 2.

Therefore, instrument 2 has better repeatability than instrument 1.

Example 2.3 (Reproducibility)

In Section 2-I, we defined reproducibility as precision under reproducibility conditions.

A single part is measured repeatedly using 2 measurement instruments with 2 operators

under reproducibility conditions with the following results.

Operator I Operator 2

Instrument 1 2.3,1.5, 6,1, 4.2r 2.5 2.7r 1.9,5.9,6.513.2

Instrument 2 2.7, 4.1, 3.4,2.2r 3.7 6.1,2.5r 5.2r 4.7,5.9

Table2.2

Instrument 1:

X O XXO O X OX O

r234567

l0



lnstrument 2:

XOX XX X O O OO

r234s67
The measurements from operator 1 and operator 2 using instrument I show greater inter-

mixing than for instrument 2' Therefore, instrument 1 is said to be more reproducible

than instrument2.

11



Chapter 3

Measurexment and Vleasuremnent Systena

3-1 4. tsrief [Iistory of Measurernent

In the earliest stages of the world's commercial history, it didn't really matter how

long was a mile or a yard. The most important fact was that each and every user of a

particular measurement unit should have the same understanding of its meaning. Later,

people began to develop some measurement units based on the parts of the human body.

For example, the Egyptian standard unit of length Royal Egyptian Cubit was established

about 2900 BC. It was defined as the length of the arm from the elbow to the outstretched

fingertips. After this measurement unit was established, there have foilowed many

standard units of length determined in a similar way, such as using length of arms and

feet for distance measurement.

V/ith the expansion of trading between nations, the need for seeking a universal

standard of measurement was recognized. At that time, metrologists tried to develop the

concept of international units of measurement. However, when the Roman Empire fell at

about 600 AD, Europe then entered into the Dark Ages. The progress towards

measurement standardization came to a virhral standstill. Then, in the thirteenth century,

King Edward I of England ordered an iron stick to be made as a standard yardstick for his

L2



entire kingdom. This yardstick was called the iron ulna. The length of this yardstick was

standardized as a yard.

In 1793, the French government adopted the metric system (a system of

measurement standards), and the unit of length in the metric system was based on the

meter. The meter was defined as one ten-millionth of a quadrant of the earth's meridian.

When more accurate instruments became available, the exactness of this absolute

standard became questionable. Later, some absolute standards based on an observable

physical phenomenon were found, such as wavelength. Finally, this developed into the,91

system (international system of measurement units).

The French government tried to convince the United States to convert to the

metric system in 1795, but the Congress of the United States didn't take any action. In

1821, John Quincy Adams wrote a report to Congress detailing how important it was to

bring uniformity in weights and measures. In 1866, Congress pennitted the use of the

metric system of measurement in the United States. In 1875, the United States together

with seventeen other countries held an International Conference on Weights and

Measures. In the same year, they signed the "Treaty of the Meter" which led to the

establishment of the lntemational Bureau of Weights and Measures based in France.

Finally in 1975, Congress in the United States passed the Metric Conversion Act for

adopting the SI system as the predominant system of measurement units to be used.

In Canada, an Act of Parliament has legalized the use of the metric system since

1871. However, the metric system was not widely used, because the use of metric system

was purely voluntary. Finally, the govemment announced in a "White Paper" its

commitment to metric conversion in 1970. In 197I, the govenìment created Metric

l3



Commission Canada for managing the conversion. I¡ the last 20 years, the SI System has

been taught in all Canadian schools, colleges and universities and it is now widely used in

Canada. Unfortunately full conversion to the metric system has not been accomplished

and Metric Commission Canada was disbanded in 1985.

3-Z Introduction - Measurement System

3-2.1 Why do have a measurement system?

'When starting to think about the measurement system, there is a very important

question for us to consider. Why do we have a need a measurement system? In other

word, we have to know why the measurement system plays such a significance role in

any production process. There are some reasons for us to consider.

For any company, improving the quality of products is the trademark of the

company's success. In order to continue improving quality, we have to ensure that the

data obtained from the entire production process is accurate and precise. To fulfill this

purpose, a reliable measurement system is required. A reliable measurement system can

help us to detect and identify the sources of variability in the manufacturing process and

to resolve associated problems as soon as we can. Also, we can use the data that we

obtained from the measurement process to determine those areas that we should strive to

improve. One of the sources of variability comes from the measurement process itself. If

the variation from the measurement process can be minimized, then we increase the

chances that the variation from the production process can also be minimized.

t4



3-2.2 Types of data

As we start to consider how to make measurements, we have to consider the types

of data we will encounter. Data canbe considered to be of the following two types:

(1) Attribute data: The data are based on occunences of a particular feature associated

with an individual part. For example, the attribute might be dents on a body panel

used in the production of automobiles. The attribute data results then from the counts

of the number of such panels with the given feature, in this case, dents.

Example 3.1 fThis example is from Famum (Igg4)]

Two auditors are each examining 100 accounting records for possible errors. The

attribute in this example is the presence or absence of errors on a record. The data are

the results of the determinations made for each record by the two auditors. The results

of their examination are suÍrmanzed.in Figure 3.1.

Auditor 2

Auditor I

Figune 3.1 100 accounting records for possibie erïors uy eactr ortwo auditors

Here T denotes records that the auditor determines contain no eïïors and hence are

classified as conforming. Then, T* denotes records that the auditor determines

contain errors and hence are classified as nonconforming. The entries are the counts

of the results of their examinations.

T*T

T

T*

72 t2
) t4

N:l00

15



For obtaining attribute d'ata, so-called golno-go gauges are widely used in

industry' The idea of a go/no-go gauge is basically to design a device for checking

that any individual part meets a specification or not. If the part meets the specification

it is classified as conforming, otherwise, the part is considered to be nonconforming.

For example, a go/no-go gauge that we use on a part must be constructed to have

physically the same specification as the part being tested. Then we pass the part

through the ready-to-use golno-go gauge and can determine visually whether the part

is satisfactory.

Based on what we described above, we might have some ideas why golno_go

gauges are widely used in industry. This is because, the only thing operators have to

do is to determine if the parts pass through the golno-go gauge or not. such gauges

are easy to use and they don't usually require any special techniques. With a very

simple and often inexpensive device the operator can determine quickly if the

manufactured part has met the required specification.

In many situations however just meeting a required specification may not be

suffrcient' If an assembly requires the combination of several parts each part just

passing specification requirements may result in an assembly that doesn,t work well.

The golno-go gauge does not provide information about the variability in the process

on a part-to-part basis. Nor does the classification of parts as simply conforming or

non-conforming provide information about the closeness of the part to the desired

target value.

t6



(2) Measured data: the data are based on the measurement of some physical feature (e.g.

furnace temperature, hole size). Measured data are recorded using some measurement

scale, such as meters, degrees, or kilograms.

For obtaining measured data, we have to use a measuring instrument that may

be simpiy a ruler or a weight scale, for example. However, in some situations for

making special measurements we may have to use sophisticated instruments, such as

a coordinate measuring machine (CMM).

Measured data are more informative than attribute data because the measured

data allow us to describe the distribution of measurement values. For example, for a

car door, it would be useful to measure and record the length and height of a car door

to gain an understanding of how the manufacturing process for the doors is

performing. This is more meaningful than to just count how many doors do not fit on

a vehicle. However, attribute data are still widely encountered in industry because of

the widespread use of golno-go gauging.

3-2.3 Measurement system - Practical implications

ln last section, we described the types of datathat we would encounter. Before we

start to make measurements, some practical implications of the measurement system have

to be considered. The materialthat we will describe in what follows is taken from /,SO

5725-l:1994 {Accuracy (trueness and precision) of measurement methods and results -
Part l: General Principles and definitions].

t7



(1) Standard measurement method

In every measurement process, we would like the measurement that an operator

makes to be consistent. In other words, all measurements that each and every operator

makes are to be done in the same way. Therefore, the measurement method has to be

standardized. In order to achieve this purpose, we have to

(i) carry out the measurement according to the prescribed standard measurement

method;

(ii) prepare a written document which provides in full detail how the measurement is

to be made;

(iiÐ include a description for how to obtain and prepare the part to be measured.

(2) Accuracy experiment

For the purpose of determining the accuracy of a measurement system, we will want

to construct an experiment consisting of a series of tests or measurements. The

organization shall assign a panel of experts established specifically for that purpose to

organíze it. The estimate of accuracy is valid only when the test results are made

according to the prescribed standard measurement method.

(3) Identical test items

The measurement materials or parts that are to be used in an accuracy experiment are

sent from a central point. Lr order to have a consistent measurement, test items must

remain identical during the time when the material or part is being measured. For this

reason, the following two conditions have to be satisfied:

(i) The samples have to be identical when dispatched for the test.

(iÐ The samples have to remain identical during the testing.

18



(4) Short intervals of time

According to the definition of repeatability conditions, the measurement has to be

made under constant operating conditions; i.e., the measurement obtained by the

same operator, under the same environment condition etc. For this reason, the time

intervals for the tests under repeatability conditions have to be as short as possible.

This is because we would like to minimize the changes from different factors.

(5) Observation conditions

The observed values that we obtain may be affected by the variability contributed

from many factors. This variability can result from the operator, the equipment used,

the calibration of the equipment, the environment, and the time elapsed between

measurements. Under repeatability conditions, these factors have to be held constant

when the observations are carried out. Under reproducibility condition, at least some

of the factors may change when the observations are carried out. Therefore, it is very

important to establish appropriate observation conditions (i.e., which factor should

keep constant or which factor should be changed).

3-2,4 Measurement system - Calibration

Based on what we have described, we know how important it is for us to follow

those practical implications when making measurements. However, this is not enough for

us to ensure the reliability of measì.rement data. Being certain about the quality of
measuring instrument is also of crucial importance. In order to assure the accuracy of a

measuring instrument, we need first to understand the calibration process for such an

instrument.

19



3-2.4"1. Measurement standards

The definition of calibration is provided as follows:

Calibration: The procedure by which a measurement standard

higher measurement authority (i.e., a more accurate reference) to

tee{).

IS transferred from a

lower one (Famum

The national measurement standard body that is used in the United States is the

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The functions of NIST include

construction and maintenance of primary standards for a company's measurement

instruments. For shops and test laboratories, it is not feasible for NIST to calibrate and

certify the accuracy of the enoÍnous volume of test equipment in use directly. Instead, a

systematic method is used to transfer measurement standards from level to level (i.e.,

from a higher measurement standard to a lower one). A process of measurement

standards transference is called ahierarchy ofstandards (Figure 3.2).

For a company, a primary standard is used to assure the accuracy for each

measured quantity. The primary standard is used by a few highly skilled metrologists

only and is often kept in an environmentally controlled room. Also, a primary standard is

the company's direct link to NIST. A secondary standard is then used to calibrate the

working standard, which is an intermediate reference standard between the primary

standard and the working standard. A working standard is employed solely to calibrate

instruments that are used in shops and laboratories. Many workmen, inspectors, and

technicians might use these instruments. These people will likely have different levels of

training and skill. Therefore, the design of the instruments must be tested and confirmed

20



for different features (i.e., ruggedness, stability and fool proofing) to minimize e,,.ors

from their use byhuman beings.

Primary standard
Company Standards'

Production standards:

Gauges, instruments and
equipment used to measure
process and product
characteristics

Figure 3.2Hierarchy of standards

3-2.4.2 Calibration comparisons

Usually, we would like to compare our instrument's calibration to a higher

reference standard. Two different tlpes of calibration comparisons are as follows:

(a) Direct comparisons: we compare a measurement of an object to a measurement of a

standard gauge block. For example, we compare a measurement of an object's weight

to a20-kg check standard.

(b) Indirect comparisons: this comparison involves intermediate mechanisms and

calcuiations for converting an instrument reading (i.e., physical principles). For

example, a multimeter is an instrument that is designed to use for either as an

ammeter, a voltmeter, or an ohmmeter, a device to measure resistance. physical laws
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are then used to calculate the resistance of a conductor (i.e., Ohm's law V = IR) for

comparison of the measurement.

3-2.4.3 Comments on building a calibration system

Sobralske (1989) discusses the importance of a calibration system that is based on

the document MIL-STD-45662A. MIL-STD-45662A is a U.S. military document that

describes the requirement for creating and maintaining a calibration system used by any

prime or subcontractor of the government. In his paper, he points out that the keys to

compliance to MIL-STD-45662A are documentation and formalization. For a calibration

system this document requires the following:

(Ð All measuring and test equipment should be listed (i.e., micrometers, thermometers,

gauges, voltmeters, standard, or hardness testers).

(ii) Each item on the list must be given an identification code (i.e., 10 voltmeters can be

labels from Vl to V10). This identification is important because through it we can

trace back information about the last calibration.

(iii) Require a documented description of a calibration system. A report should include

instrument calibration procedures, type of measuring and test equipment,

instrument's identification code, calibration frequency, standard used for calibrating

instrument, NIST trace number, standard measurement, actual measurement reading,

corrected measurement reading, date of calibration, and the calibrator's signature.

(iv) The frequency of calibration depends upon how frequently the gaùge, measuring

instrument, or test equipment is used. Therefore, interval of calibration can be

lengthened or shortened.
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(v) The environment for calibrating and using an instrument must be controlled (i.e.,

temperature, humidity, vibration and cleanliness).

(vi) Tags or other signals are used to wam the potential user about the status of an

instrument (i.e., an instrument out of service, out of calibration, or awaiting

calibration).

(vii) Devise a recall system to remind calibrator which items need checking on any given

day, week, or month.

3-2.5 Measurement system - Operational definitions

We already have the idea of how to assure the accuracy of a measuring

instrument. Relying on the calibration process is still not sufficient for us to achieve

reliable measurement data. In order to achieve reliable measurement data, good

communications between vendor, purchaser and production worker are also important. In

what follows, we will discuss how all parties involved in the measurement system can be

led to having the same understanding of the measurement process.

Deming (1982) commented on the meaning of the term"operational definition":

"An operøtionøl dejinition ß one thøt people cøn do business with. In other words, an

operøtional definition of safe, round, reliøble, or of øny other quølity must be

communicable, with the søme meøning to vendor øs to purcltøser, søme meaning

yesterday ønd todøy to the production worker."
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To conduct any type of measurement, it is important to understand the procedures

of the measurement process. Misunderstanding of the measurement process by

production workers may cause measurement data inconsistency (e.g. buyer and seller

may be using different measurement scales). Therefore, careful specification of the

measurement process is important in order to ensure the collection of data with high

quality. Also, an operational definition is not simply about concepts, but it is about

everything involving usage in practice (e.g. explains what measurement to make, what

criteria to adopt, or listing out possible errors). For those reasons, the development of

proper operational definitions is an essential part of any production or measurement

process.

The development of operational definitions is very important for quality

improvement. First, the resulting data should then be reliable, because operational

definitions provide detailed instructions to different operators. Second, the various

sources of variation in the process can be identified and addressed, and the variation

coming from different operators can be minimized.

For every production process, a common way to specify the measurement

procedures is provide actuai examples (e.g. use of photographs to show the steps for

measuring process, technical reports, or examples showing possible systematic errors). In

addition, an operational definition might have to be redefined from time to time, such as

to accommodate environmental condition changes.
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3-2.6 Measurement system - Statistical properties

In the last section, we described how important it is for all parties involved in the

measurement system to have the same understandings of the whole measurement process.

In this section, we will discuss in detail how to achieve this purpose.

In 1990, three American automotive companies (Chrysler, Ford and General

Motors) in association with the American Society for Quality Control developed a

document called Measurement Systems Analysis Reference Manual. Some basic

principles about the measurement system are provided in this manual. The material that

we will discuss in this section is taken from this document.

The desired aim for any measurement system is to obtain "correct" measurements

(e.g. the measurements agree with a target value) every time we make a measurement.

However, this ideal situation is seldom if ever achieved in any measurement system. ln

reality, we will use statistical characteristics or properties of the measurements to

describe how the measurement system is behaving. For example, if all measurements

produced by a measurement system were to agree with a target value, then we could say

that this measurement system has the statistical property of zero variance.

Statistical properties are used to charactenze the quality of a measurement system.

For each measurement system, achieving appropriate statistical properties is required.

The responsibility of the facility management is then to ensure that statistical property

requirements for a measurement system are met.

Some statistical properties may not be appropriate for all measurement systems.

For example, suppose we desire to have a measured value that is "close" in some sense to

a target value. However, the various statistical properties that could be used to
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characterize "close" can be quite different. W'e might interpret "close" to be small bias,

small variance, or small type I and type II error. We must therefore specify clearly the

statistical properties that arc desired for each measwement system.

The properties of a system that are often of considerable interest and importance

may include:

(1) The measurement system has to be in statistical control, which means that the

measurement error is due solely to common causes, and not due to special causes.

(2) Variability of the measurement system must be small compared to the variability of

the manufacturing production process.

(3) Variability of the measurement system must be small compared to the specification

limits.

(a) The increments of the measurement device that is used for measurement system has

to be no greater than one - tenth of the smaller of either the process variability or the

specification limits.

(5) If different items are being measured by the measurement system, then the

appropriateness of statistical properties has to be checked.

3-2"7 Measurement system - General guidelines of test procedures

Previously, we described the importance of assuring the accuracy of a measuring

instrument and good communications between vendor, purchaser and production worker.

However, we have to ensure that the measurement system is adequate over a period of

time. In order to determine if a measurement system is adequate for the intended task,
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conducting one or more tests is necessary. Usually, this determination is assessed in two

phases.

The phase one assessment is to conduct a test for the measurement system based

on the statistical properties of a system. If a measurement system is acceptable by the

test, then this system can be used in the facility. Otherwise, this measurement system has

to be improved or repiaced.

The phase two assessment is to retest the quality of the measurement system

periodically. The reason for a retest is to verify the measurement system remains

acceptable.

Documentation of the test procedures for each measurement system should include the

foliowing materials:

(1) practical examples;

(2) detail about how to select the items for the measurement process and the environment

for the test procedure;

(3) detail about to how the data are to be collected, recorded, and, analyzed;

(4) operational definitions required for the measurement system;

(5) if special standards (e.g. an object obtained from NIST) are to be used in the

procedure, then instructions for storage, maintenance, and use of the standard have to

be included.

3-2.8 Measurement system - Measurement control systems

Since measured data provides greater information about the characteristics of the

production process, we will focus our attention solely on how such measured data are
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obtained. In order to achieve reliable measurement data, we cannot rely solely upon the

quaiity of the measuring instrument itself. Atl the various procedures that are involved in

the use and care of the instrument are equaliy important. Ail these factors lead us to

define and discuss the entire system that is put into place to supporl the obtaining of

measurements.

In Section 2-I, we defined measurement system as the collection of operations,

procedures, gauges and other equipment, software, and personnel used to assign a

number to the characteristic being measured; the complete process used to obtain

measurements. In this section, we will describe more detail about one such system.

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is working on the

development of an international standard describing requirements for a measurement

control system. A document is being considered as a Draft Intemational Standard,

ISO/DIS 10012 (Measurement control systems) that will ultimateiy become an ISO

Intemational Standard. The document contains definitions and details, which will be

outlined in what follows.

1) Defïnitions

The draft standard presents definitions for specifïc terms used in the document.

The definitions given in the document are as follows:

Measurement control system: Set of interrelated or interacting elements necessary to

achieve metrological confirmation and continual control of measurement processes.

Measurement process: Set of operations to determine the value of a quantity.
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Measuring equipment: Measuring instrument, software, measurement standard,

reference material or auxiliary apparatus or combination thereof necessary to rcalize a

measurement process.

Metrological characteristic (of a measuring equipment): Distinguishing feature which

can influence the results of measurement.

Metrological confirmation: Set of operations required to ensure that measuring

equipment conforms to the requirements for its intended use.

Metrological function: Function with organizational responsibility for defining and

implementing the measurement control system.

The ISO/DIS 10012 document provides details of a measurement control system

that could well be referenced on a contractual basis between, for example a customer and

supplier, or by a government agency. ln what follows, we will describe the elements of

the document in order to provide the basic idea of a measurement system.

2) Management responsibility

In order to ensure that the metrological functions of the orgarization are

prescribed and maintained, the senior management must commit suffrcient resources

throughout the organization.

(i) Measurement control system

The effectiveness of the measurement control system depends on how well the

metrological function is managed. The management of the metrological function must

establish, document, maintain and improve the effectiveness of the measurement
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control system continuously. Any change to the system must be according to the

organization' s requirements.

(ii) Customer requirements

Company's success always depends on how well the company fulfills customer

requirements. The management of the metrological function is to ensure that the

measurement needs and expectations of the customer are determined and converted

into metrological requirements. Compliance to these requirements must be able to be

demonstrated.

(iii) Quality objectives

Quality objectives for the measurement control system must be determined by the

organization to indicate what it would like to achieve in its metrological system. The

management of the metrological function must ensure that objective performance

standards and procedures for the measurement control system have been defined and

put into place. Some examples of such quality objectives are:

(1) prior to use all measuring equipment must have received confirmation;

(2) all confirmations of measuring equipment must be completed on time;

(3) no measurement process can be allowed to operate in an out-oÊcontrol state

without detection for more than one day.

(iv) Management review

Management is to ensure that a systematic review of the measurement control

system is conducted at regular planned intervals. There must be the resources

avallable to assess the measurement control system. The reviews must be
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documented, problems identified in the review corrected, and all actions taken

recorded.

3) Resource management

- Human resources

(i) Assignment of personnel

The responsibilities of all personnel assigned to the operation and control of the

measurement control system must be defined and documented by the management of

the metrological function.

(ii) Competence and training

The management of the metrological function has to ensure that all personnel

involved in the measurement control system have enough skill and knowledge to

complete their assigned tasks. If any special skills are required, it is necessary to

provide a document to detail those requirements. The management must ensure that

effective training is provided to address identified needs. Also, the evaluation and

documentation of training is necessary, because it gives us an idea of how effective

the training has been.

- Information resources

(i) Frocedures

Instructions for every procedure in the measurement control system must be

documented. Validation of all procedures is to be achieved to guarantee consistency

of application, and validity of measurement results. Any changes to documented

procedures have to be authorized and controlled.
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(ii) Software

Software used in measurement process must be carefully assessed to ensure that it is

suitable for continued use. All calculations of results must be documented,

identified, and controlled. If there are any revisions to software, the revised software

must be tested before it is placed back into continuous use.

(iiÐ Records

Ail information required for the operation of the measurement control system must

be identified, documented, and maintained.

(iv) Identifïcation

In the measurement control system, all process elements are to be clearly identified.

The status of equipment with respect to confirmation must be identified, and such

identification clearly attached to all equipment.

- Material resources

(i) Measuring equipment

For a measurement control system, all measuring equipment needed to assess

metrological requirements must be evaluated. The results of evaluation must be

identified in the measurement control system records. To avoid the invalidation of

measurement results, measuring equipment must be confirmed and used in an

appropriately controlled environment.

(il) Storage and handling of measuring equipment

In order to prevent abuse, misuse, damage and changes in metrological

characteristics of measuring equipment, the management of the metrological

function will provide documented procedures for storage and handling of measuring
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equipment. Any procedures for receiving, handling, transporting, storing and

dispatching measuring equipment shall be included in the documentation.

(iil) Environmental conditions

Environmental conditions in which equipment operates can have a major influence

on the results obtained. The proper operating conditions must be determined,

documented and monitored.

(iv) Outside suppliers

If a measurement control system requires products and services from outside

suppliers, the management of the metrological function must define and document

those requirements. Outside suppliers must be selected according to their ability to

meet the documented requirements. Any criteria for selection, monitoring, and

evaluation of suppliers must be defined and documented.

4) Measurement control system realization

- Metrological confirmation process

(i) Metrological confTrmation

It is necessary to confirm that each measuring instrument or equipment is able to meet

its metrological requirements. A program of metrological confirmation must be

designed and implemented.

(ii) ConfÏrmation intervals

All equipment must be confirmed at regular pre-determined intervals in order to be

certain of compliance with metrological requirements on a continuous basis.
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(iii) Equipment characteristics

Information about confirmation status of all equipment has to be readily available to

user. Any limitations or special requirements must be documented.

(iv) Equipment adjustment control

Once a measuring device has been confirmed access to any adjustment controls on

the device that can be used to change its performance must be controlled to prevent

tampering. The use of seals or other such items to prevent and identify unauthorized

access is important.

(v) Confirmation process records

Records must be maintained for all confirmed metrological equipment. The record

must specify details of how the equipment was confirmed, and show that the

equipment is able to satisfy requirements. Any and all special conditions regarding

the use of the equipment must be provided in the record.

- Measurement process

(i) Process design and planning

The determination of the metrological requirements shall be based on customer,

otgatization, and statutory and regulatory requirements. In order to meet these

specified requirements, the measurement processes developed to address these

requirements have to be documented.

To show that product requirements have been met, measurement processes have to be

determined, planned, validated, implemented, and controlled.
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(ii) Frocess realization

The performance characteristics required for the various measurement processes

mày differ depending upon their intended use. Such required performance

characteristics of the measurement process must be identified and quantified. Some

examples of characteristics are:

(1) repeatability;

(2) reproducibility;

(3) stability;

(4) maximum permissible error.

(iii) Nonconforming equipment

From time to time confirmed measuring equipment may have been subject to

conditions which may invalidate its confirmation. Examples of such conditions

affecting the equipment are

(1) damaged;

(2) overloaded;

(3) a malfunction that impacts its intended use;

(4) known or inconect measurement results;

(5) in use beyond its confirmation interval;

(6) mishandled;

(7) access seal is damaged.
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(iv) R.ecords of control of measurement processes

In order to be able to demonstrate compliance with the elements of the measurement

control system, the organizatíon must maintain detailed records. Included in the

record shall be, for example

(1) full details of the measurement process control system as implemented;

(2) data from the control system particularly with respect to measurement

uncertainty;

(3) actions taken as a result of the collected data.

- Measurement realization

(i) Measurement uncertainty

Measurement uncertainty has to be estimated for each measurement process in the

system. Confirmation of the measuring equipment and the validation of the

measurement process shall not be approved until the analysis of measurement

uncertainty is completed. Sources of variability in the measrnement process are to be

documented.

(ii) Traceability

The management of metrological function must ensure that all measurements are

traceable in some acceptable manner to known SI units of measurement or

acceptable reference standard or method. Such reference standard or method must be

specified in detail and agreed to by all parties.
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s)

(Ð

Measurement control system analysis and improvement

Measurement control system audit

ln order to be able to provide verification that its measurement control system is

functioning in compliance with requirements, the organization will conduct planned

audits of the system. Individuals not involved with the activity being audited shall

conduct the audit. Deficiencies identified by the audit shall be rectified without undue

delay. Results of audit and all resuiting actions must be recorded.

Monitoring of measurement processes

The orgarization must regularly monitor the controlled measurement process

according to documented procedures in order to prevent deviation from requirements.

This will ensure prompt detection of deficiencies and early corrective action.

(a) Analysis of the measurement processes

For each measurement process, the particular element or characteristic to be

analyzed must be determined. Limits for these characteristics must be established

that reflect the risk associated with failure to comply with requirements. The

analysis shall address the issue of measurement uncertainty in relation to

metrolo gical requirements.

(b) Corrective action for the measurement process

Having established an appropriate characteristic and its iimits for a measurement

process, corrective action must be taken when such characteristics falls outside

the accepted limits or show unacceptable patterns of behavior.

(iÐ
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(iiÐ Improvement

The continual improvement of the measurement control system shall be planned

and managed by management.

The material that has been provided in this section described the requirements of a

measurement control system. It has been included to demonstrate the importance placed

on a properly maintained, documented, and functioning system. In what follows in the

paper we will consider many of the statistical and analytical tools that would be useful in

such a measurement control system.
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Chapter 4

Gauge Capabitity Studies

Montgomery and Runger (1993a) stated:

"The goøl of a gauge cøpability ønalysis is the understanding ønd quuntificøtion of the

sources of variability present ín the meøsurement process.,,

For these reasons, a successful gauge capability study based upon proper

experimental principles is a very important component for improving the quality of the

measurement process. Also, a well-designed gauge capability study will

(1) provide good and reliable estimates of the variation in the measurement process;

(2) identify those factors that are most influential with respect to the inherent variation

of the process.

In what follows, we will describe some of the aspects of planning gauge

capability studies. Then, we will discuss different tlpes of gauge capability studies.

4-I FlannÍng Gauge CapabÍlity Studies

4-l.l Selection of parts

For a gauge capability study, the number of parts used in the measurement

process is an important consideration for measurement analysis. Some people prefer to
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make repeated measurement on few parts. However, Montgomery and Runger (I993a)

have argued that there are some advantages to using many parts in a gauge capability

study.

(1) A collection ofparts selected from the production process provides a broad coverage

of the materials on which the measurement system actually operates. Measurement of

a "standard" unit near the centre of the manufacturing specifications might show less

variation than measurement made at the extremes of manufacturing specifications. ln

order to increase the chance of detecting this situation, we should use many parts that

span the entire specification range.

(2) Non-constant measurement variance might not be detected if only a few parts are

involved in the study (i.e., measurement proportional to the mean level of the

product). Therefore, non-constant measurement variance can potentially be detected

when using parts that span a broad measurement range. Visual inspection of the data

can help to detect non-constant variance. An R chart, constructed from measurement

data ordered according to the mean of the measurements on a part, may reveal

patterns suggesting a lack of consistent variability.

(3) When multiple measurements are made, the operator is often required to make

repeated measurements on the same part. Usually, the part is mounted with some

holding device, the instrument zeroed, and the measurement made. In making

repeated measurements on the part, the danger is that the operator may simply re-

measure the part repeatedly without removing it after each measurement. kr this

situation, when repeated measurements are to be made, the operator is less likely to

perform a complete replication of the measurement process. A complete replication
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of the measurement process requires that the part be mounted, the instrument zeroed,

the measurement made, and the part then is removed after the measurement is made.

This process of mounting, zeroing, measuring and removing is then repeated for each

measurement on the same part. Every part is measured in this exact same way. If the

operator does not perform complete replication of the measurement process, then

some of the important sources of variation might not be taken into account. This is

because different sources of variation have greater opportunity to occur when

measuring a new part than when making repeated measurements on the same part.

Using more parts therefore may be better because it forces the operator to do a

complete replication of the process.

For these reasons, parts selection should try to span as much of the range of

potential measurements as is possible. However, it is possible for a manufacturing

process to produce unusual parts at low frequency. It is then likely that a sample of 20

parts, say, will not include any of these unusual parts. Therefore, we should supplement

our sample of parts with historical parts from the extremes of the manufacturing process.

If historical parts are not available, we would supplement our sample with standards at

the extremes of manufacturing process.

4-1,.2 Accelerating long-term variability

For the gauge capability study, some of the sources of variability might only

appear after a long period of time. These sources of variability give rise to what is called

Long-term variability. Because the cost of a measurement capability study must be
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controlled, it might not be possible economically to include these sources of variability

directly. Therefore, we would like to devise some methods to enable the estimation of the

long-term sources of variability in the measurement process. The usual way is to identify

the factors that maybe considered to be possible sources of long-term variability and to

attempt to include them when conducting the gauge capability study (e.g. include

different gauges used in different locations, different environmental conditions, or

different operators, etc.). Montgomery and Runger (1993a) discussed a simple approach

for conducting the gauge capability study for the situation that we mentioned above.

This approach is to conduct a preliminary analysis for the beginning of a gauge

capability study. This preliminary analysis would try to include as many factors, that

might contribute to the variation for the measurement process, as is possible. For

example, we can measure the same part using different operators and equipment in

different locations. Also, using different combinations of operators, equipment and

location on another part might simulate different sources of variability. This preliminary

study, being very simple and unstructured, provides an easy way to obtain preliminary

information for a gauge capability study. If the result of such a preliminary study is

acceptable, then the measurement process can also be considered to be acceptable. This is

because, a preliminary analysis of this kind can be considered to represent a worst-case

evaluation of gauge capability analysis.

However, when the results show that the measurement process is not capable of

meeting the requirement of the manufacturing process, this approach is not satisfactory.

Such an unstructured preiiminary study lacks the structure of a well-designed experiment

and hence there is no way to tell which factors and interactions are important. As a result,
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it is very difficult, if not impossible, to determine where the unacceptable measurement

variability comes from.

4-2 ,4. Simpte Gauge Capability Study

A gauge capability study is conducted in order for us to determine how weli, or

how badly the measurement gauge is performing. A simple capability study will involve

an operator taking repeated measurements on a collection of parts selected from the

production process. From the variability observed in the measurements made, it will be

possible to identify and to estimate the variability that is attributed to the parts, and to the

measurement instrument. We will thus be able to partition the observed total variation

into its components. [r a simple experiment, for example, the total variability can be

expressed as follows:

o2.=o? +o2rotdt proauct gduSe

where o1",,, is the total variance, ol,oau",is the variance component

(4.1)

for the product, and

o3", "" is the variance component for the gauge. Using the data from the experiment, we
Sauge

will be able to obtain estimates of these variances. As part of a gauge capability analysis,

it is helpful to use graphical data displays, such as X-bar and R charts. To illustrate we

describe a simple gauge capability study. In this example, a single operator measured 25

different parts using a single instrument and each part was measured twice. In order to

construct the X-bar and R charts, we calculate the average and the range for the two

measurements of each part. The data are taken from Farnum (1994) and displayed in

Table 4.1.
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Example 4.1

The data are displayed as follows:

Measurements

Part x R

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

t2

13

14

15

t6

17

l8

19

20

2t

22

23

)A

25

9.966

I 0.3 19

9.8'74

10.014

10.009

10.488

10.249

10.064

9.913

9.836

10.0i 8

10.165

9.707

10.211

9.93r

10.081

9.981

9.787

t0.352

9.99s

9.655

9.926

9.925

9.653

10.040

9.925

t0.298

9.878

9.97s

10.027

10.430

10.208

10.060

9.908

9.901

9.967

r0.t't2

9.696

10.184

9.959

10.052

10.014

9.847

10.372

10.004

9.66r

9.937

9.934

9.63 8

10.053

9.946

10.309

9.876

9.995

10.018

t0.459

t0.229

10.062

9.9r l

9.869

9.993

10.169

9.702

10.198

9.945

10.067

9.998

9.817

10.362

10.000

9.658

9.932

9.930

9.646

t0.047

0.041

0.021

0.004

0.039

0.01 8

0.058

0.04r

0.004

0.005

0.065

0.051

0.007

0.011

0.027

0.028

0.029

0.033

0.060

0.020

0.009

0.006

0.011

0.009

0.015

0.013

10.006 R = 0.025

Table 4.1
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x

10.6

10.4

10.2

10.0

9.8

ucl-:10.053

CL=10.006

LCL=9.959

20 22 24

The X-bar and R charts for these data are as follows:

X-bar Chart:

R chart:

Figure 4.1

The R chart is constructed to allow us to examine the variability within the

repeated measurements made on a single part. The R chart in Figure 4.1 shows no points

plotting outside of the control limits. This indicates that the operator is making consistent

0.10

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0.00

UCL=0.082

R

CL=0.0250

LCL=0.000

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
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measurements. On the other hand, X-bar chart shows many out of control points. On the

surface this may seem surprising. It is crucial however to recall how the control limits for

the X-bar chart are determined and what the chart is actually dispiaying. In this example,

the X-bar chart is a plot of the average of the two measurements made on each part. Thus

the chart is showing the observed part-to-part variability. The calculation of control limits

on the X-bar chart is based upon the aveÍage of the Ranges of the repeated measurements

on a single part however. As a result, the Ranges reflect the observed within parl

variability due to measurement error. It would be anticipated that the magnitude of the

within part variability will be small relative to the between part variability arising from its

production process. Thus the distance between the control limits on the X-bar chart wilt

be narrow. For this reason, we would expect that many of the averages would plot outside

the control limits. This is showing that this measuring instrument is able to detect the fact

that different parts have been used.

The data obtained from the sample study (Table 4.I) can be used to estimate the

variance components that we described. The standard deviation associated with the

gauge, o ,our" can be estimated from the observed Ranges of the repeated measurements

made on each of the parts:

^AU sail'e 
d,

0.02s
= 0.022

1.T28

The d, value is obtained from Table I in the Appendix withn:2 refTecting the fact

that two repeated measurements were obtained.

Because the R chart shows consistency of measurements we are able to estimate

the total variance o1",", tsingthe observed variance for all measurements.
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The estimate of the variance of total variabilify is

>I (*, -:*)'
^ 2 a2 i=l i=l
IoIaI 

@x p)-l

_ (9.966 - 10.006)' + .. . . .+ (10.053 - 10.006)'

50-1

- 
1'989 

= 0.041
49

Because the total variance is the sum of the gauge variance and the product

vartance, using Equation (4.1), from these results we can estimate the variance associated

with the product.

The estimate of the product variance is then

ô' . =õt .-ô'proaucr tolat Eduge

= 0.041 - (0.022)' = 0.0405

So the estimated product standard deviation is

ô 
o,odu", = fr¡r405 = 0'201

4-3 The Classical Gauge Repeatability and R.eproducibility

Study

In Section 4-2, we discussed how to use observed ranges to estimate the standard

deviations of the gauge, total and product. In this section, we will have more discussion

on gauge variability. In general, galLge variability oi",,"" can be decomposed into two
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components of measurement error; one is the repeatability of the gauge and another is the

reproducibility of the gauge. The definitions of repeatability and reproducibility and a

discussion of these concepts are given in Chapter 2. The measurement error of gauge

could be expressed as follows:

o'*rr" = alup"ototitity + ol"proau"iutity (4.2)

The idea of classical gauge R&R analysis is to use sample ranges to estimate the

standard deviations of repeatability and reproducibility. We now use an example to

illustrate the procedures of a classical gauge repeatability and reproducibility analysis.

Example 4.2

Three operators measured 25 different parts using a single instrument and each part was

measured twice. The repeated measurements made by each operator are thus made under

repeatability conditions. The inclusion of different operators provides us with the

reproducibility conditions. In order to estimate the standard deviations of repeatability

and reproducibility, we will calculate the average x and the range R for each part. The

data are taken from Farnum (1994) and measurement results are listed inTable 4.2.

In this example, the three operators are each making repeated measurements on

the same part using the same instrument. We thus have repeatability conditions and the

differences between the repeated measurements, the sample ranges, can be used to

estimate the repeatability component.
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Pafi

Operator 1 Operator 2 Operator 3

Measurements

xt R,

Measurements

x, R,

Measurements

)c, R,I 2 I , I 2

I
J

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

t2

13

t4

15

16

t7

18

t9

20

2l
))
23

24

25

I 0.21 0 10.260

9.830 9.790

10.050 10.060

10.010 10.020

9.800 9.850

10.120 10.170

10.230 10.260

10.190 10.180

10.000 10.040

9.7t0 9.'.700

10.240 10.280

10.060 10.010

10.020 1 0.060

9.870 9.890

9.830 9.920

10.360 10.330

10.150 10.100

9.840 9.860

10.580 10.590

9.980 10.020

10.030 10.020

9.700 9.660

10.150 10.140

9.980 10.000

10.220 t0.210

t0.23s 0.050

9.810 0.040

10.055 0.010

10.015 0.010

9.825 0.050

10.145 0.050

10.245 0.030

10.185 0.010

10.020 0.040

9.70s 0.010

10.260 0.040

10.035 0.050

10.040 0.040

9.880 0.020

9.875 0.090

10.345 0.030

10.t25 0.050

9.850 0.020

10.585 0.010

10.000 0.040

10.025 0.01 0

9.680 0.040

I 0. 145 0.01 0

9.990 0.020

t0.2t5 0.010

10.150 r0.190

9.800 9.760

9.920 9.920

1 0.000 9.970

9.840 9.820

10.120 10.100

10.260 10.230

10.130 10.130

9.980 10.020

9.680 9.720

10.100 10.r40

10.070 10.080

10.020 10.030

10.030 10.050

9.950 9.9s0

t0.270 10.300

10.160 10.180

9.850 9.830

10.500 t0.470

10.040 10.000

9.990 9.970

9.760 9.700

10.090 10.050

9.980 9.980

10.150 10.r90

10.170 0.040

9.780 0.040

9.920 0.000

9.985 0.030

9.830 0.020

10.1r0 0.020

10.245 0.030

10.r30 0.000

10.000 0.040

9.700 0.040

10.120 0.040

10.07s 0.010

10.025 0.010

10.040 0.020

9.950 0.000

10.285 0.030

r0.170 0.020

9.840 0.020

10.485 0.030

10.020 0.040

9.980 0.020

9130 0.0ó0

10.070 0.040

9.980 0.000

10.170 0.040

10.160 10.170

9.770 9.800

10.100 i0.090

9.980 9.970

9.780 9.790

10. 100 10.090

10.240 10.290

10.160 10.150

10.060 10.020

9.730 9.740

10.200 t0.220

10.1 10 10.120

10.080 10.090

9.870 9.870

9.880 9.940

1 0.350 10.340

10.260 10.210

9.860 9.890

10.470 10.500

9.990 10.020

9.970 9.970

9.780 9.760

10.080 10. 130

9.950 9.980

10.170 10.160

r 0. 165 0.01 0

9.785 0.030

10.09s 0.010

9.975 0.010

9.785 0.010

10.095 0.0 i 0

10.265 0.050

10.155 0.010

i 0.040 0.040

9.735 0.010

10.210 0.020

10.1 15 0.010

10.085 0.010

9.870 0.000

9.910 0.0ó0

10.345 0.010

10.235 0.050

9.875 0.030

10.485 0.030

10.005 0.030

9.970 0.000

9.770 0.020

1 0. 105 0.050

9.96s 0.030

10.165 0.010

-t0.052
= 0.031

:
xl

R,

-10.032
= 0.026

:
x2

R,

= 10.048

:0.022
x3

-R-,

Table 4.2Data for Example 4.2
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For the estimation of gauge repeatability, we will use the average of the three

average ranges:

.:1-A::(R, +,R, +Rr)
3

1

=:(0.031+ 0.026 + 0.022)
J

= 0.026

:
The average range, R, reflects the within part variability due to measurement

error. The standard deviation associated with the gauge repeatability, õ repeatabniry càn be

estimated from the aveÍager*g. R 
'

:
ô -A- rcpeatabilitv 1'd2

0.026

1.1 2g "

The d, value is obtained from the Table I in the Appendix with n :2 reflecting the fact

that two repeated measurements were obtained by each operator.

To address the reproducibility of the gauge, we note that the three different

operators measure the same part. The degree to which these measurements differ will be

an indication of the reproducibility capability of the gauge. We will therefore base our

estimation of the gauge reproducibility on the observed difference between the average of

the measurements made by the operators.
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Let i, be the average of all measurements made by operator i , i :I,2,3. Then,

a. x** = max(_x-r ,xrrxr)

b. ";" = *in(i, ,x,xr)

c. R=-x -x

The range A= reflects the between part variability due to operators. The standard

deviation associated with the gauge reproducibllity, o_-^-^s..^:a:,:^. can be estimated from

the range .R=:

ô =-&-- reproducibility 
d,

From Table 4.2, the estimated values of the aveÍage, î,, by the three operators are as

follows:

:
x-, = 10.052, î, =I0.032, x-, = 10.048

As a result we obtain,

în-* = max(10.0 52,I0.032, 10.048) :10.052

"1," 
= min(10.052,10.032, 10.048) =70.032

R; : 10.0 52 - 10.032 - 0.020

and hence

ô ....,.- = 
o'o2o 

=o.or2" reproducibitity 
l -693
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The d, value is obtained from Table I in the Appendix with n = 3 reflecting the

factthat three operators are involved in this experiment, and the range of these 3 averages

is R,=.

Now' we can use the estimated repeatability standard deviation, ôuo*^',t,,r, ànd

reproducibility standard deviation, ô,up,odu"ibirrry , to estimate the standard deviation

associated with the gauge, ô 
rouru.

Recall Equation(4.2),

O'*rr" = Ol"p"ototitity + O2r"proar"itttiry

The variance associated with the gauge can be then estimated as

ô'*r* = ôluprototlity + ôl"proar"ititity

- (0.023)' + (0.012)' = 0.000673

and therefore, the gauge standard deviation estimate is

ôr*ru = Jo.ooo673 =0.026

From this estimate of the gauge standard deviation, we can obtain a measure of

what is referred to as the gauge capability. Gauge capability is determin ed. as 6o rousu à1d

reflects the length of the interval within which virtually all repeated measurements of a

part could be expected to fall. In our example, the estimated gauge capability is

6ôr^,ru-6(0-026)=0.156. h the next section, we shall study the ratio between

overall gauge capabilify (6o r",r") and tolerance band (USL - LSL), called the p/T ratio.
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In this example, we can conclude that most of the measurement error was

contributed from repeated measurements by different operators. This indicates that some

of the operators may have difficulty in making consistent measurements and perhaps an

improved gauge might be sought.

4-4 Frecision-to-Tolerance R.atio (P/T ratio)

Lr many situations the part that is measured will have associated with it an upper

specification limit (USL) and a lower specification limit (LSL ) within which the

manufactured part dimension is to fall. The difference between the LISL and the LSL,

USL - LSL, is referred to as the tolerance band, T .

The ratio of the gauge capability, 6o rour" , to the tolerance band

T =USL - LSL is called the Precision-to-Tolerance Ratio, or the P/T ratio. The P/T

ratio is used to compare the estimate of gauge capability (6ô ,^,r") to the tolerance band

(USL - LSL) for the part. Based on this ratio, we can examine the adequacy of the

gauge that is being used in the measurement process. If the value of the P/T ratio less

than or equal to 0.1, then the gauge capability may usually be considered to be adequate.

This is based on the generally used criterion that the measuring instrument is able to

measure in units one-tenth as large as the accuracy required in the measurement of the

part.

The estimated P/T ratio can be represented as follows:

P 6ô
Sauge

T USL _ LSL
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Example 4.3

In Example 4.2, the parts used in measurement has USL:11and LSL=9. fne p¡t

ratio is equal to

P _6(0.026) _
T 11-9

0.1 s6
= 0.078

Values of 0.1 or less are frequently considered adequate gauge capability. In this

example, the value of P/T ratio is less than 0.1; therefore, we can consider we have

adequate gauge cap ability.

One of the difficulties of the P/T ratio is that it is dependent upon the specification

limits. It is particularly noted that changing the specification limits wiil have a major

impact on the P/T ratio. Two parts with different tolerance bands using the same

measuring instrument mayresult in markedly different P/T ratios.

As we mentioned the P/T ratio can be affected by the width of the tolerance

bands. An altemative expression for the estimate of gauge capability that does not depend

upon the specification limits is given by the ratio of ôr*r" to ôo,oau,,, oÍ ôrnur" to ôrr,.

Clearly, these ratios do not depend on the width of the tolerance band. These ratios are

represented as follows:

and

ô
sduse x 100

ô proaucr

ô
-::L x 1oo
A roøl

(4.4)
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Example 4.4

In Example 4'1, ô 
,ouru = 0.022, ô ,,odu", = 0.201, and ô,o,o, :0.202. Therefore,

%-x 100 -0'022 x 100 - 10.945o/o
ô orodr", 0'201

and

ô -^,,nn o.oz2gah' x IUU = 

- 

x 100 :I0.89Io/o
ô,o,o, 0.202

We can conclude that the gauge variability is about IlYo of the product variability and

total variability.

4-5 Experimental Design Approach for the Gauge capability

Study

In previous sections, we have provided a simple approach to addressing the issue

of gauge capability through gauge repeatability and reproducibility studies. The studies

that have been illustrated have used very straightforward experiments to enable us to

obtain estimates of variances and standard deviations for the gauge, and product.

In attempting to analyze a measurement system, there are many factors that can

have an impact on the measurements that are made. It seems natural to want to attempt to

assess the amount that each of the various factors contributes to the overall variability.

One approach for doing so is through the use of more elaborate designed experiments that

will incorporate the factors that we may wish to study. The designed experiment will

enable us to better understand how various factors influence the measurement process.
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One advantage of designing an experiment is that various factors can be included

in the experiment. The inclusion of operators, locations, days, instruments and the tike

can be helpful in gaining an understanding of the measurement process. In addition, the

use of statistical models associated with designed experiments is common and well

documented.

A particularly useful class of experiments that is frequently employed is the class

of factorial designs. Such designs employ a set of factors with each factor included at

various levels, typically but not exclusively, two ievels. Given the structure of the

factorial experiment we can determine how many experimental runs would be required to

investigate all factors at their different levels. For example, if there are two factors and

each factor has two ievels, then four runs would be required for a complete trial. An

example of a simple two factors each af two levels factoriai model would be:

X,,- u+4.+8.+€'U ¿ I J -IJ i =7,2, j :I,2

For such a model various assumption concerning the factors and the error term can be

made which will enable the estimation of factor effects, variance components, and the

like.

To illustrate the use of the experimental design approach, we consider the

following two examples from the literature.

Example 1: Model from Montgomery and Runger for a gauge capability study

Montgomery and Runger (1993a) described an experiment in which 3 operators each

measure 20 parls, with each part being measured twice. They assumed that the
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measurement made by operator i onpart j at replication Æ could be modeled as a two-

factor factorial model. For a test result X ,0, th" model can be expressed as follows:

X ro 
: lt + O, + Pj + (OP) u r Rrrro

where ¡t is the overall mean, O, is a random

li:I,2,....,o
l i =r,2; .'., p Ø.6)

ft = t, 2,....,ft

variable representing the effects of

Operators, P, is a random variable representing the effects of Parts, (OP) , is a random

variable representing the effects of Operator by Part interaction, *d A,u,o is a random

variable representing the effects of Replications on the measurement. The Replication

factor represents the Repeatability aspect of the experiment and it is nested within

Operator and Part. V/e will provide more discussion on the gauge capability study iater in

this section.

Example 2: Model from Borror, Montgomery and Runger for the gauge capability

study

Borror, Montgomery and Runger (1997) considered an experiment that involved

measurements made at different sites by different shifts (operators) on different days. For

this they developed a factorial model with nested factors. They reco gnized in this

experiment that operators might change during the day. For this reason, the factor Shift

should be nested within the factor Day. Since this structure would occur at each site, the

Site factor is crossed with the nesting of Shift and Day. Also, Day would be a blocking

factor in this model, and they felt there would be no interaction between Day with Site or
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Shift. For every test result X rr,, í" the m'h measurement made at the k"' siteby the i'r'

shift (operator) on the î't' day. The statistical model can be expressed as follows:

X ¡r,, = lt + D, + O(D) iu, + So + SO(D) kiç¡ + Rlro¡,, (4.7)

where pt ís the overall mean, D, is a random variable representing the Day effect,

O(D),r, is a random variable representing the Shift within Day effect, ,So is a random

variable representing the Site effect, SO(D) kj(,) is a random variable representing the

Site crossed with the Shift within Day effect, and À1¡o¡, is a random variable

representing the replication effect.

When an experiment is designed to study the measurement process, mariy factors

may be included. Some of the factors may have a major impact on the measured results

while others may have little or no effect. One important aspect of the analysis of the data

from a complex experiment is the assessment of the significance of the various factors

and their interactions.

Using the well-known analysis of variance approach, we will be able to determine

if a factor is statistically important, or if the factor can be ignored. Having determined

which factors are statistically significant, rve will then estimate the contribution of each

of these significant factors to the overall variation of the measurements.

Models such as have been described in these examples can provide great insight

into the structure of the measurement process. Moreover, \Me are able to use many
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computer programs for the analysis of the data obtained to provide estimates of the

effects and variance components.

It should be noted that various assumptions must be applied to such models. For

example we might assume

(1) the terms in the model have mean zero which would imply that the measurement

system is unbiased;

(2) the variance components are constant;

(3) the measurement made is linear with respect to the factors included in the model.

In order to have better understanding on experiment design approach, we will use

the two-factor factorial model (4.6) described above from Montgomery and Runger

(I993a). This two-factor factorial modei can be expressed as follows:

Xro:p+O,

Each test result ,X
ük

li:1,2,....,o
+ Pj + (oP) u* A,u,o 

1 
j :r,2; . .., p

[k = t, 2,.. ..,n

represents the measurement made by operator i on part j at

replication fr.

In many gauge capability studies, we will often assume that the parts and

operators were randomly selected from a larger population of parts and operators.

Therefore, the parts and operators would be treated as random effects. However, the

operators used may in fact be the only operators availabie in some industries. kr this

situation, we would treat the operators as a fixed effect. In this section, we will discuss
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the anaiysis of the data under both random effects model and mixed effects model for this

two-factor factorial design.

To start the discussion on the statistical analysis for the models, we need to

address how to calculate all of the sum of squares associated with effects in the model,

such as the total sum of squares, sum of squares for the parts, sum of squares for the

operators, and so on. After the sums of squares are obtained and their corresponding

degrees of freedom are determined, we will use these to calculate the mean squares of the

effects. The mean squares will be used to determine the test statistics for each effect.

Under appropriate assumptions, the ratios of mean squares (i.e. MS o I MS op ,

MS r l MS o* and so on) are distributed as the F-distribution. In general, the test

statistics of the analysis of variance are used to help us to determine which main effects

or interactions are statistically significant. An analysis of variance table as in Table 4.3 is

used to summarize the analysis.

The Total sum of squares is computed as foilows:

where

x =ZZZx,r
i=r j=t k=l

and X denote the grand total of all observations.

The sum of squares for the Parts is given as follows:

oprrrX,
,ss. =II>x;r ---i::-

i=t i=t k=r Opn

lpX'
SS"-, - -:->X.2 - -- --::-

Otl i=t Opn

(4.8)

(4.e)
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where

x, =ZZx,r
i=t k=l

and X., denote the total of all observations associated with the j"' Part.

The sum of squares for the Operators is obtained as foliows:

(4.11)

(4.r3)

(4.1s)

ssoo",o,o,:f-f*: - *: Ø.r2)prt i=r Opn

where

and X, denote the total of all observations for made by the i '/' Operator.

The sums of squares for the Operator by Part interaction are given as follows:

ss,u,u,o",,o,= 1¡ >*; - x' 
- ss"o,, - ssoo",o,o, Ø.r4)

7l i=r ¡=r Opn

where

pil

X, :ZZX,T
i=t k=l

xu =t*ur
k=r

and X, denote the total of all observations in the ij"' cell.

The Error sum of squares is then obtained by subtraction:

ss" = ^9s, - ss"o,, - ssoo",o,o, - ssh,,urn",io, Ø.16)
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These sums of squares and the associated degrees of freedom are displayed in

Table 4.3. The entries in the column "Mean Square" are obtained by dividing each sum

of squares by its degrees of freedom.

We have included various factors and interactions in the model for this

experiment. For example, we have included a number of operators, several parts, and the

interaction between parts and operators. 'We now must determine if the data obtained

provide sufficient evidence that the effects associated with these factors are statistically

significant. To do this we need to develop appropriate test statistics.

(1) Random Effects Model

We here will treat parts and operators as random factors since they are selected at

random from a larger population. The model parameters O,, Pj, (OP)¡ and Rrrro arc

thus considered to be independent random variables. 
'We 

also assume that these random

variables are noÍnally distributed with mean zero and their variances are given by

var(ot) = o'o ,var(Pj) = o'r,varl(OP) rJ - o'o, and var(-R ,rro) 
: ol '

To determine the test statistics for the effects and interactions, we have to

examine the expected mean squares for each component. Under the assumptions made

for the model, the expected mean squares for the components are given by

E(MS,)=oi+no\p+ pnol

E(MS ): otr + no'o, + ono',

E(MS*) - o1+ no'o,

(4.t7)

(4.18)

(4.1e)
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and

E(MS R): oi (4.20)

Based on the expected mean squares, we can determine the statistics for

hypothesis testing of the variance components. For example, suppose we are interested in

testing the hypothesis H o : oto - 0 . We note that under the null hypothesis

H o : o'o: 0, the expected mean square for operators has the same form as the expected

mean square for the Operator by Part interaction. This can be represented as

E(MS) - a|+ no'o, @.r7a)

In this case, the ratio of the E(MS 
") 

in Equation (4.r7a) to the E(MS o") in Equation

(4.I9) will be 1. If however o'o is not zero, then this ratio will be expected to be greater

than 1. This suggests that a test statistic for testing this null hl,pothesis would be the ratio

of the mean square MS o to MS o, Therefore, the test statistics for testing H o : oj = g

can be expressed as follows:

Fo: MSo
(4.21)

MS o,

and under an assumption of normality, this ratio Fo is distributed as {,_,¡,(o_rxp_r) .

The test statistics for testing H o : o|= 0 and H o : o'or= 0 can be determined in

the same way. The statistics for testing H o : o'r- 0 is

MS"
no= Mú

and the ratio { is distributed as {o_,¡,(o_r)(p_r) .
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The statistics for testing H o: o'or: 0 is

, -MS*'o- MS*

where againthe ratio f is distributed as \o_rlrp_r ),op(n_t).

(4.23)

(4.25)

We can also estimate the variance components by using the observed mean

squares. To construct estimators for the variance components, we again consider the

expected mean square provided earlier. From Equations (4.17) and (4. 1 9), we note that

E(MS o) - E(MS o,) : pno'o

and hence o'o cartbe written as

_2 E(MS o) - E(MS o,)vo-
pn

This suggests that an estimator of oj is given by

^2 MSo-MSo,
i)o:

pn
(4.24)

Similarly, we find the estimators for the variance components of,, o'o" and o] as

follows:

^2op =
MS,-MSo,

ô'o, =

on

MSor-MS^
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and

ô1: MS 
^

(4.27)

The analysis of variance for the gauge capability study (random effects model) is

summarized as follows:

SOI]RCE OF SUM OF

VARIABILITY SQUARES

DEGREES OF'

FREEDOM

MEAN

SQUARE F-Ratio

Operators SS op",o,o,

Parts ss"-,

Operator by part 
SS nu"ro",¡ou

o-l

p-l

(o -I)(p -r)

p-I
SS n,,uro",,o,

(o -t)(p -t)

= SS"

op(n -I)

MSo =

MS,

.ssûPera0r

o1
SSo-.,

- 
MSo

MSo,

_ MS,

Fo

Fo

Fo=

MSo,

MSo,
MSo, =

MSo

MSn

Repeatability

Total

op(n -l)

opn -l

SS^

s^s,

Table 4.3

We now consider the issue of the repeatability and reproducibiiity as provided by

the gauge capability experiment described by Montgomery and Runger (I993a). As noted

previously, the replication factor considers the repeated measurements made on each part

by every operator. Thus the component o| andits estimator ô| canhere be taken to be

olup"ototitity and its estimator ôl"p*tot¡t¡ty . The variance component of the gauge

repeatability can then be estimated by

ô' :ô? -MSrepedtaoilrry K K
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In considering the reproducibility of the gauge, we again will look at the structure

of the experiment. Clearly since each operator measures every part, the variability

associated with operators is a component of reproducibility. However, because there is a

possibility that some operators may have difficulty measuring particular parts but not

others, there could be a substantial interaction between parts and operators. This

interaction then contributes to the measurement error and should be considered as a

component of the reproducibility. It is reasonable then to define the variance component

of gauge reproducibility as

olep,oa,cititity = o| + o),

And this variance component can be estimated as

ôlup-a*ø,ity - ô'" + ô'o,

Recall Equations (4.24) and (4.26),

MS" - MSn, ^2,voP-
pn

and hence, we obtain

^2 :
reproducrDurty

Example 4.5

We now consider the

showed how to ur" rurrgæ R

- MSo,MSo MSo, - MS^

pnn
MSo + MSo,@ -l) - pMS^

pn

gauge measurement data in Table 4.2.Iî Example 4.2, we

and -R= to obtain the estimation of gauge repeatability and

(4.2e)

(4.30)

MSor-MS^^2oo
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reproducibility. kr example, 3 operators measured 25 different parts using a single

instrument and each part was measured twice. We can assume that this experiment could

be modeled as a two-factor factorial model. The model can be represented in the same

form as we previously described,

li =r,2,3
X-o=þ+O,+Pj+(OP)r*Rr,o 

7t:t,2,....,25 Ø3r)

lk =1,2

In this example, we will treat parts and operators as random factor. We now apply the

analysis of variance method to analyze the model (4.31) using the data fromTable 4.2.

The sums of squares are computed as follows:

op".-ux'
SS,=IIIX,',0-"-

i=t j=t k=t Opn

_ 1 5 1 37.850 _ 2269873.692

150
_ 5.359

'lpX,
,S.S- ='TYz- "

rart /_¿'-.i.
Olt ¡=r Opn

_9082s.794 2269873.692

6 -- 150
:5.147

1 o --a Xtssopu,oto,-:-Zx:.-""
pt't. i=r opn

_7s662s.089 2269873.692

s0-- 1s0
:0.011
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ss,,,u,o",,o,,:Lt>*; - 4-- ss"o,, - ssoou,o,o,
ll i=r ¡=r Opn

30275.624 2269873.692

2 150
: 0.1 69

,SS^ : SS. - SS"n,, - SS oou,o,o, - SS ru,",o,,,on

:5.359 - 5.141- 0.011- 0.169

= 0.038

The analysis of variance is shown as follows:

- s.t4r - 0.011

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-value P-value

Operators 2 0.011 0.0055 1.57 0.2185

Parts 24 5.141 0.2142 61.20 < 0.0001

Operator by Part 48 0.169 0.0035 7.00 < 0.0001

Repeatabilitv ß) 75 0.038 0.0005

Total 149 5.359

Table 4.4

Since, the P-value for Operator by Part interaction is less than 0.0001, we

conclude that there is a significant interaction between Operators and Parts. The main

effect of Part is also significant, however, the main effect of Operator is not statistically

significant.

The gauge repeatability and reproducibility are estimated as follows:

ô1up*øt¡t¡, : ô1 = MS *

= 0.0005
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and hence

ô,epearabitity = Jo'ooo5

= 0.0224

and

ôl"p,oau"ititity = o'" + ô'o,

_MSo-MSo, +MSor-MS^
pn

0.00ss - 0.0035 0.0035 - 0.0005

50

= 0.0015.

Hence

6 rep,oducibitity = J0'00 1 5

= 0.0387

If we compare the estimation of gauge repeatability and reproducibility in this

analysis with that in Example 4.2, we can see that the resulting gauge repeatability

estimates are similar (ô,"p"otor¡t¡ty in Example 4.2is equal to 0.023). However, the gauge

reproducibility estimate in this analysis is more than three times greater than the result

that we found in Example 4.2 (ô,"oroducibitiry in Example 4.2 is equal to 0.012). This is

because; there is a significant interaction between Operators and Parts in this experiment.

As we can see, if there is interaction in the experiment, an experimental design approach

is a better method for us to use to analyze the gauge measurement data.
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(2) Mixed Effects Model

Now, we consider that the operators are a fixed factor, such as would occur if the

operators were the only operators in the organization. We still consider that the parts are

selected randomly from a larger population.

For this mixed model, we are using the same linear

statistical model as for the random effects model (Equation (4.6))

fixed effect, { is a random effect, and interaction (OP) ij can

effect. Since, O, is afixed effect we require that fO, =0,
i=l

P

representation for the

Now howevet, O, is a

be treated as random

is normally distributed

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

with mean zero andvariance o2r, and, (OP), is normally distributed with mean zero and

variance l@ - I)l olo'"r.

The calculations of the sums of squares Ssoo",o,o,, SS"o., , SSt t",o"t¡o,,, ,S,So, and

,S,S, are the same as for the random effects model. However, the expected mean squares

and test statistics are slightly different as compared with the random effects model. The

expected mean squares for each component are as follows:

E (MS o) = oi + n o'o" .l'È!)
t o-I 

)

E(MS,) : oi

E(MSop): o'

+ ono'?p

+ naSP

and

E(MS 
^): 

o1
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We can apply the same procedure that we described in the previous section on the

random effects model to determine the test statistics for mixed effects model. Based on

the expected mean squares, the statistics for testing H o : O, : 0 is

o - 
MSo

'o- MSo,

where under the assumption of normality the ratio Fo

The test statistics for testing H o: ol = 0 is as before

MS^
E1 -rr^-" MSo

distributed as ,E
\ p-L ), op\n-t )

for testing H o: o'o, = 0 is

, - 
MSo,

'o- MS*

is distributed as {,_,¡ (p_t),op(n-t).

(4.36)

is distributed as {,_,¡ ,(o_t)(p_t).

with the ratio Fo

The test statistics

and the ratro Fo

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.3e)

(4.40)

For this mixed model, the estimates of the overall mean and the fixed factor effects are as

follows:

lt=X

O _X _X
I I--

i =1,2,....ro

Also, the variance components of the random factor effects can be estimated as follows:

^1 MS"_MS"
uP-

on
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ô'o, =
MSo, - MS o

and

ô1 :MSo

The analysis of variance for the gauge capability study

Table 4.5. The estimates of variance components

reproducibility are found as with random effect model.

(4.42)

(4.43)

(mixed model) is presented in

for gauge repeatability and

SOURCE OF' SI]M OF DEGREES OF

VARIABILITY SQUARES FREEDOM

MEAN

SQUARE F-Ratio

Operators ,S^S^- - Uperalor
o-l

(o -I)(p -I)

op(n -l)

opn-l

- 
SS oo",n,o,

o-I

- SS""',

p-I
,S,S-trlI?facltotr

MSo

MS,

Fo=
MSo

MSo,

MS,
Fo

Parts SS"_, p -l

Operator by Part SS bileraction MSo, =

MS^

MSo

- 
MSo,

MS^
Fo

Repeatability

Total

SSo

S^S.

(o-1)(p-1)

- SS,*

op(n -t)

Table 4.5 Analysis of variance for the two-factor mixed model

4-6 .& ModifTcation of the Classical R.eproducibility Estimate

In Section 4-3, we discussed the classical reproducibility estimates for a gauge

capability study. However, Montgomery and Runger (1993a) pointed out that the gauge

reproducibility in a classical gauge study would be underestimated when the Operator by
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Part interaction is large. The example we consider previously illustrates this point, where

we found the estimate of gauge reproducibility from the classical R&R study to be

ô/,"p,odu"¡t¡t¡ty=0.012 where the analysis of variance estimate was much larger at

ô . .,,,,,- z 0.0387. 'We now consider why the classical reproducibility estimate
reproductDtuty

produces such an underestimate in this situation. The mean value for operator i of the

model in Equation (a.6) is

(4.44)

We also saw that the variance estimate of gauge reproducibility in the classical gauge

analysis is ô',ur*o*,uu,r=Rrf d, 1*tt"te the d, factor corresponds to the number of

operators used in the study). From the results in Montgomery and Runger (1993a), the

expected value of this reproducibility standard deviation is

E (ô *o* o*,, i, i ry) = r(+)= (,, . + . *)' (4.4s)

where Rr,.. : lrrrAX(N t ,i =1,2,'' ',o)-nTn(X,. .,i :I,2,' '',o) , and the notation of

Ro,.. *d R= arc the same as previously.

If we compare Equation (4.45) with Equation (4.29) (õ|np,o¿u"¡u¡t,, = o'o + o'o),

the estimator in Equation (4.45) is biased. Obviously, the bias is due to the terms

involving o2o, and, ol in Equation (4.45). Usually, it can be anticipated that the

contribution to the bias from the term ol is small. This is because the variation due to
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replications is not much larger than the variation due to operators, and the divisor pn

from the number of parts and replications used in a gauge study will make the

contribution from this term small.

However, the term o2o, can be an important component in the estimate of

reproducibility in the gauge capability analysis. Normally, the number of parts used in the

study is often large (25 parts in Example 4.2). For this reason, the gauge reproducibility

in the classical gauge analysis could be seriously underestimated.

In spite of the problem of underestimation, the classical R&R analysis is worth

using because the method is easy and simple. Montgomery and Runger (1993a) discussed

an alternative method of estimation for reproducibility to correct the underestimation

problem. The following method applied to the classical procedure wili approximate the

resuit of the ANOVA analysis when the Operator by Part interaction is large.

The procedure of this alternative method is as follows:

(1) Calcul ate X u , the average of the replicate measurements make by each operator on

eachpart, for i =Ir2r.-.-ro and j =1r2,.- -., p .

(2) For each part use the averages X u to compute the range across the operators and

denote this as

(3) Calculate R by averaging the ranges R, over all parts.

(4) Divide A by the d, factor (the d, factor corresponding to the number of operators

used in the study) to obtain ô).^.^,,-,o,,,^,.

A
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The expected value of this reproducibility estimator, o--_--, -,,.,.. is given by

Montgomery and Runger (1993b):

E (ô,,,-o*,miry,) =(tt . o'o, + +)' (4.46)

If we compare Equation @.aQ with Equation (4.29) (o1"0*o**r,, : o'o + o'o), the bias

in Equation @.aQ is only due to the term involving o]. We can anticipate that if the

variance component øj is small relative to the variance component o'zo and ol* or if

the number of replicates, ft, in the study is large, then the reproducibility estimator in

Equation (4.46) should be a reasonable estimator to use for estimating the reproducibility

in the gauge capability study.

Example 4.6

In this example, we would like to use the above method to compute the gauge

reproducibility estimate, ô:up-d**u,.W" now reconsider the gauge measurement data in

Table 4.2. In order to obtain the reproducibility estimate ôl-^_^,.,^,^,,,^,, we have to

calculate the averag 
"r, 

X ,., and the ranges, .R, . For example, the range over operators

for part 1 is 10.235 -10.165=0.070, for part 2 is 9.810-9.780=0.030, and so

on. The averages, X ,. , arñ, the ranges, R, , for all 25 parts are displayed inTabre 4.6.
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Part

Operator I Operator 2 Operator 3

Measurements

î,,
Measurements

x^.

Measurements

x- R
I 2 2I I )

1

)

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

t2

13

t4

15

16

17

18

t9

20

2l

22

23

24

2S

10.210 t0.260 10.235

9.830 9.790 9.810

10.050 10.060 10.055

i0.010 10.020 10.015

9.800 9.850 9.825

10.120 10.170 10.145

10.230 10.260 10.245

10.190 10.180 10.185

10.000 10.040 10.020

9.7t0 9.700 9.70s

t0.240 10.280 10.260

10.060 10.010 10.035

10.020 10.060 10.040

9.870 9.890 9.880

9.830 9.920 9.87s

10.360 10.330 10.345

10.150 10.100 10.125

9.840 9.860 9.850

10.580 10.590 10.585

9.980 10.020 10.000

10.030 10.020 t0.025

9.700 9.660 9.680

10.150 10.140 10.145

9.980 10.000 9.990

t0.220 10.210 10.2t5

10.150 r0.190 10.r70

9.800 9.760 9.780

9.920 9.920 9.920

10.000 9.970 9.985

9.840 9.820 9.830

10.120 10.i00 10.1 l0

10.260 10.230 10.245

10.130 10.130 10.130

9.980 10.020 10.000

9.680 9.720 9.700

10.100 10.140 10.120

10.070 10.080 10.075

10.020 10.030 10.025

10.030 10.050 I 0.040

9.950 9.9s0 9.9s0

10.270 10.300 10.285

10.160 10.180 10.170

9.850 9.830 9.840

10.500 10.470 10.485

10.040 i 0.000 10.020

9.990 9.9',10 9.980

9.760 9.700 9.730

10.090 10.050 10.070

9.980 9.980 9.980

10.150 10.190 10.170

10.160 r0.170 10.165

9.770 9.800 9.785

10. 100 10.090 10.095

9.980 9.970 9.975

9.780 9.790 9.785

10. 100 10.090 1 0.095

10.240 10.290 10.265

10.1ó0 10.150 10.155

10.060 10.020 10.040

9.730 9.740 9.735

10.200 10.220 10.210

10.1 10 10.120 10.1 15

10.080 10.090 10.085

9.870 9.870 9.870

9.880 9.940 9.910

10.350 10.340 10.345

10.260 10.210 10.23s

9.860 9.890 9.87s

10.470 10.500 10.485

9.990 10.020 10.00s

9.970 9.9"70 9.970

9.780 9.760 9.770

t0.080 10.130 10.105

9.950 9.980 9.96s

10.170 10.160 10.165

0.070

0.030

0.175

0.040

0.045

0.050

0.020

0.055

0.040

0.035

0.1 40

0.080

0.060

0.170

0.075

0.060

0.1 10

0.035

0.100

0.020

0.055

0.090

0.075

0.02s

0.050

R = 0.068

Table 4.6Data for Example 4.6

In Table 4.6, the average range, R , ir 0.068, and hence

ô. R :0.06g- reProduc,bltltY 
d, I .693

:0.040
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where the d, value is obtained from Table I in the Appendix with n:3 reflecting the

factthat three operators are involved in this experiment.

As we can see, the gauge reproducibility estimate obtained above

(ô.,up-a*it¡t¡ty = 0.040) is very close as compared to the result of the analysis of variance

estimate lô 0.0387).\ reproauctout

4-7 Alternative Method for Negative Variance Estimates

One of the problems that may be encountered when the analysis of variance

approach is used for estimating gauge repeatability and reproducibility is the estimate of

gauge reproducibility may be negative. This occurs because of the need to include the

interaction effect in the estimate of reproducibility.

We recall that the estimator of the variance component for the interaction between

Operators and Parts in the Montgomery and Runger (1993a) model is

ô'or:
MSor-MS*

n

In gauge capability studies, it may often happen that the mean square for the Operator by

Part interaction will be small. In such cases, the variance component estimate ôj, may

be negative. If this were to occur it is possible that the estimate of ol-^-^,,,^,^,,,", which by

Equation (a.29) is

ôlep,oauciuitly = ô'o + ô'o,

could also be negative.



To overcome this problem, should it arise, a procedure has been proposed by

Milliken and Johnson (198a). They suggest that we begin by fitting the full model as

previously outlined and test hypotheses concerning the various sources of variability.

They also suggest that these tests be carried out at a level of significan ce a, setat a value

such as a<0.3. If all the components are significant at the chosen levei, the variance

components will be estimated. In this case, all the estimates should be found to be non-

negative.

If one or more of the components are tested and found to be not significant at the

chosen d level, the least important factors are eliminated from the model and the

reduced model is then fitted. The analysis of variance tests are conducted on the

components of the reduced model and again if one or more tests are not significant, the

least important factors are eliminated and the model refitted. This is repeated until all

components of the sources of variability are significantly different from zero. The

variance components are then estimated and the repeatabilit y and. reproducibility

estimates determined. These estimates will be non-negative.
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Chapter 5

Confidence Intervat Estínmatíom of Components of

Varåance åm Gauge Capahílity Studies

5-1 Confïdencelntervals

In Chapter 4, we described how to use different methods to estimate the variance

components of gauge capability studies. In this section, we will discuss how to construct

a confidence interval on these variance components. If the normality assumptions are

satisfied for the model given in Equation (4.6), then confidence intervals on the variance

components of gauge capability studies can be obtained easily. The resulting confidence

intervals can also provide insight for sample size determinations for designing gauge

capability studies.

We first will consider the construction of a 100(1 - d)% confidence interval on

õ7.^-^,-^,,,^,. In order to construct a confidence interval on ol.^.^,^h¡t;¡, z wc can simply userepealaDutty repedlaoiltty ,

the fundamental idea of a confidence interval for o' based on a sample variance ,St

This can be represented as follows:
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where ,St is the estimator of o' , and, (n-L)

,St . Also, I:* ,t the value of the chi-square

-?Lf,op(n-t)

where I3,"01,_r¡ is the

1o'
repeaIaDuIry

is the degrees of freedom of the statistrc

distribution with y degrees of freedom,

(s.2)

such that P(I' > l:,,) = a .

From the model for the gauge capability study described by Montgomery and

Runger (I993a), we can directly obtain the unbiased estimator for o:.^..,.,,,*.. The

estimator, ô|up*nt¡,ty, is obtained from the repeatability mean square, which in this study

has op(n - 1) degrees of freedom.

The confidence interv al on ot is then

op(n -I)ôl"r*^t,t,,, op(n -t)ô1"0"**r,,

rl-%,"0u,-,,

tabulated chi-square distribution value wíth op(n - 1) degrees of

freedom with pre-selected a.

However, the exact confidence interval foÍ oluo,oou"iu,ity may not be found, because

as noted previously there is no direct estimator of ol--.^,.,-,^,¡" . There are no mean squares

from the ANOVA that have expected value equal to o'zo + o'or. We saw that the

estimator of ol.^,^,. ^,.,.-. is based on two variance component estimators, one is thereproductbrltty

variance component estimator of Operator, o'o, and the other is the variance component
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estimator of the Operator by Part interaction , o'o,. Let us now recall the estimates of the

variance component s for o'o and o], in Equation (4.24) and Equati on (4.26)

MSo - MSo, MSor-MS^^2ao= ^2õop =and
pn

Because of the nature of these estimators and hence the estimator for

and o:^,,-" derived from them, exact confidence intervals cannot begauSe

)o-
reProductoilrty

determined.

However, Montgomery and Runger (i993b) provided details for the construction of

approximate 100(1 - d)% confidence interval estimates for ol-^-^,.,-,^,,,", and o:"'.". þ{t

approximate 100(1 - d)% confidence interval on oluo,oau"ibiriry 1s given by

/ ^2 r2
\O reproaucititiry )

l@ -I)f npl'MSl, (l n)' MSi
(o -I)(p -I) op(n -I)

It is easy to see why it may not be possible to obtain the exact confidence interval

on ol^,,-.. The estimator of oi",,"" is also based on two variance component estimators,gauge gauge

one is the estimator of repeatability, al"p"otou¡tity z aflfl the other is the estimator of

reproducibility, olu,oducíbirity. Since the estimator of o'r** relies upon the estimator of

a1"p,o¿u"¡t¡t¡ty, we face the same problem as for the construction of the confidence interval

võ'
reproauctDurry

r'%,,

vô'z 2 z -reproducibílity
reproauctoutty 

^ 
1

/- -,'t-72,'

(s.3)

where

v- (s.4)
(l np)'MS3

o-I + +
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oî oluo,oa,cibirity Montgomery and Runger (1993b) also

100(1 - a)% confidence interval oî o:o,,s" as

provided an approximate

(s.s)
uôl*r" 

a n, a'ôt*,r"
r'%.,, sause 

l1%,,,

where

(ô1",,")'u: (s.6)
(tlnp)' MSj 

,

o-l
l(p -l)lnpl'MS'", 

,

(o-1)(p-1)
l(n -I)lnl'MSi

op(n - I)

in Example 4.5; the estimates for these

Example 5.1

In this example, we will construct the confidence intervals on oluou"tabitiry, oluo,oa,"iuuty and

o'*,r" using the data from Table 4.2. The variance component estimates for o2.-^--,-^,,,^,

and, ol.^,^,,.,o,,,^, using the data were obtainedreproducrDtlrty

three variance components are found to be

ôIup"øotiti.,: 0'0005

ôlup*a*ø¡itv: 0'0015

and hence

ô1",,"= 0.0005 + 0.0015 = 0.0020
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We wiil now construct the 95Yo confidence intervals fot ol"ouo,ouitiu, alu,oo,",u,,,,

and, ol^,,... Using Equation (5.2), the 95o/o conftdence interval on o:-^.-,^^,,,-. can begauge - rcpedldbrilty

computed as foilows:

op(n -l)ôî"r**uu,, a n, .op(n -l)ôi**,"u,,,,
) reDedIaDIltN a

I %,oPo-D Ti-Yr."or,-,,

75(0.0005) __, _75(0.00050)
100.9390 repea,d,Illry 52.g4rg

0.0004<o' <0.0007

Using Equations (5.3) and (5.4), an approximateg5o/o confidence interval oî ol"p,oa,atitity

can be computed as follows:

vô' vô2' - reproducib¡liA .. _2 -. ' " reproducibílity

a feDroductolltÙ 1

I¿., t/-
/2" n,-%'u

where

(ôi"o,"o**r,r)'
' Gl"Ð'MS| , l@ -t)f npl'MSl, , Qf n)' MS|

o1 - (o-lxt,-l) - *ç"-,
r0 001s1'z

Us0)'(0.005s)', (241s0)' (0.003s)', (rl2)'(0.000s)'
2

=34.2553 x34
48 75

And hence, an approximate 95Yo confidence interval on ol.,,.oducibitìty is

34(0.0015) <d, < 34(0.0015)

51.9660 - - reproducibititv - ß.g062
0.00101o' <0.0026

reproauctouuy



'We can also obtain an approximate 95o/o confidence interval on o:^,-- using Equations
Eduge

(5.5) and (5.6), and this can be computed as follows:

uô2 uô2
8au8e <--¡2 < Sauge

-2 -"gaugc- ^.2I%* Ir-%,,

where

u-
(ô' )'\ gauge t

(llnp)' MSj l@ -l)f npl' MS'", l@ - I)l nl' MS]

o-I (o -I)(p -I)
(o.oo2o)'

op(n -I)

(l so)' (0.00ss)'

++

, (241s0)'(0.003s)'
-T---T-

48

U 2)' (o.ooos)'

752

= 60.8982 x 6I

Hence, an approximateg5o/o confidence interval on o'*,r" is

61(0.0020) <,_, < 61(0.0020)

- 

: (-,,

84.4764 sduse 4r.3031
0.0014< o' < 0.0030

Sduge

We can use Equations (5.5) and (5.6) to develop a confidence interval on the P/T

ratio. The P/T ratio is equal to 6of (USL-LSL). An approximate 100(1 -u)%

confidence interval for P/T ratio is then

Eô,
6 F-#e-
1/ ri.

uô'
8au8e

)
I' n/ ,.t-7),u6ogduge

USL - LSL USL _ LSL USL _ LSL

84
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The approximate confidence intervals (5.3), (5.5) and (5.7) are appropriate, if the

estimates of variance component from the full factorial model are norulegative. In Section

4-7, we described the modified method that can be used when negative estimates of

variance component are encountered. Miiliken and Johnson (1984) also provided the

approximate confidence intervals for this modified method.

5-Z Sample Size Determination

As we mentioned earlier, the confidence intervals we obtained can provide some

insight for sample size determination. kr this section, we will discuss the effect of the

number of replications, parts and operators on the sensitivity of the confidence intervals.

We now look at the confidence intervals from Example 5.1 and examine what

would happen to those confidence intervals if n, p and, o were changed. First of all, we

would like to consider the confidence interval for oz ,robitity in Equation (5.2). The

precision of the confidence interval fo, ol"ouo*u.ríty can be determined by the following

ratios

op(n -1)
nr2

to /,op(n-r)

and (s.8)

In Example 5.1, the 95o/o confidence interval fot a1"o**u¡t¡,y cffi also be expressed

op(n -l)
rl-y,,"0r,-,

op(n - l) ^,
;-- 

òlepeatøt,ity < oì"penntitiry
tL 0.025,op(n-t)

- op(n-l) ^,I 
--- 

(-)
y2 - repeatability

/L 0.975,op(n-t)
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75 ^, ,a 75

Ñ, * 
ôi,p"o tntit t,y < al"puotnriti, < 

i S 4lg 
ôl"p"n,otiti,y

0.74ô' ,, 10' <r.42ô'
repeatabil¡ly - " repeatability - " '-" repeatability

We can obtain a measure of the precision of the confidence by considering the

width of the interval. If we divide by ôl"o*ru,i,, in the above confidence interval, the

width of the interval can be expressed as (1.42-0.74):0.68. Úr other word, the

width of this interval is 680/. of ô'
rcpedlability

In order to have more precise variance component estimates, it is very important

to consider which parameters (o , p or n) might be changed in the experiment. From

the result above, the width of the confidence interval would be reduced if one of the

parameters, such as the number of replications, the number of parts or the number of

operators were increased. However, it is necessary for us to consider which of these

parameters should be changed. In our example, p :25, o =3 , and n = 2, and hence

op(n - 1): 75.We can double the value of op(n -I) by doubling either the number

of parts or operators. As a result, the width of the confidence interval would become 46%o

of ôluo**ur,,, (0.8Iôl"r**ur,, to l.27ô!"oeatabírity). However, if we were to double the

number of replications from n:2 to fl= 4,then the value of op(n-l) will increase

to 225. In this case, the width of the confidence interval becomes 37o/o of ôlup*nt¡t¡ty

(0.84õ:"o"atabirity to l.2lô:"0"","ru,a,). As we can see, the width of the confidence interval

for olur"o,ouitia, willreduce as the value of op(n -I) increases.
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For considering the precision of the confidence intervals foÍ õluo*.,"¡r¡t¡ty àrd

o:",,-", we can apply the same idea that we described above. The width of the confidencegaugc'

intervals for oi-^-^,,,^,0,,,^, aïd oi",,"" are determined by these ratiosreproduct0rnty gauge

and (5.e)
13,,,/2"

and

z'%,,,

(s.10)and

2

rr_y',,

2

lr_%,,

where the values v and ît arc the degrees of freedom given in Equations (5.3) and

Equation (5.5).

As we can see, the width of the confidence intervals for ol-^-^,,-,^,,,^, and o:",""

will be reduced if the values of v andu inEquations (5.9) and (5.10) increase. Also,

there will be a greater impact on the width for both confidence intervals (o1.*^0,,,ur,, and

o:^,-") through increasing n ruther than for p or o. For example, if we double the
gauge /

number of operators in Example 4.2 from o = 3 to o:6, then the degrees of freedom

v is approximately equal to 85. The width of the confidence interval is 62%o of

ô|up,o¿u"¡t¡t¡ty (0.76ô:,o,oducibitity to 1.38ôl"oroducibiriry). However, by doubling the number of

replications from n = 2 to n:4, the degrees of freedom / is approximately equal to

138. The width of the confidence interval is then 49Yo of ô|ep-aucititity (0.80ô:"o,"ducibirity to

I.29ô' , .,., ).reproaucrDilty
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As we can see increasing any of the components of the study, o , p or n , wÌrl

have the effect of decreasing the width of the confidence interval, or increasing the

precision of the estimates. It may not be practical to have additional operators and

increasing the number of parts' However, we note that increasing the number of replicate

measurements can achieve a substantial reduction in the width of the interval.
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Chapfer &

Assessing Additional Souraes of, Gauge

Vleasurenxent En'rox"

In the previous two sections, we have concentrated our discussion on the

variability associated with gauge repeatability and gauge reproducibility. However, there

are many additional sources of error that would affect the results of measurement. ln this

section, we will discuss three other sources of measurement error - gauge accuracy,

linearity and stability.

6-l Gauge Accuracy

In Section 2-1, we defined Accuracy as the closeness of agreement between a test

result and the accepted reference value. 'We also have described the concept of gauge

accuracy in Section 2-2. Here, we will consider how to apply a test procedure to

determine the gauge accuracy. In order to examine gauge accuracy, operators take p

parts and measure them. Given the definition of accuracy, we would like to be able to

calculate the difference between the test result and the accepted reference value of the

part. Let { denote the accepted reference value of the i't' part that may have been
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obtained by using a highly sensitive and more accurate measuring instrument. The data

and differences can be displayed as follows:

Part Measurements Difference

@

o

p

x1

X,

; p

Dr=Xr-7,

Dr=Xr-7,

D=;_TpPp

Mean

Table 6.1

Kane (1989) described a simple test procedure for examining the gauge accuracy

based upon the well-known / test procedure. He suggested that we could use the mean of

the differerr..r, D, in Table 6.1 to calculate a test statistic. The test statistic is as

follows:

s"l^[p
(6.1)

where

DX

lD-lt-

o""-1j pJ (6.2)

and p is the number of parts that have been selected. If the selected gauge is accurate,

then we would expect the mean difference to be close to zero.

If the test statistics / is larger than the ,%,ro_r, (student's t distribution with

p-l degrees of freedom and pre-selected a), then we can conclude that there is

evidence of a significant difference between the measurement value obtained using the
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selected gauge and the accepted reference value determined from a high accuracy and

sensitive gauge.

6-2 Gauge I-,inearity

In Section 6-1, we provided a discussion on gauge accuracy. An additional

concern with respect to the accuracy of the gauge is how well the gauge performs across

the operating range of the instrument. This characteristic of the instrument is referred to

as gauge linearity, which is defined as follows:

Linearity: the change in accuracy through the operating range of the gauge.

For a given gauge we can gaph the measured values over the operating range to

examine the linearity of a gauge. In Figure 6.1, the graph shows a gauge that displays a

lack of linearity.

,,Bias:0

Measurement

value

LSL USL

Accepted reference value

Figure 6.L Example of a gauge lack of linearity
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In above Figure, the gauge is accurate around the midpoint of the specification

limits. However, we can see larger bias as we approach the extremes of the specification

interval.

Usually, the problem of lack of gauge linearity can be minimized. One possible

way is to ensure that parts near the upper and lower end of the specification limits have

been examined before the gauge is purchased. Moreover, it is then necessary to check the

gauge periodically thereafter. Most often, an instrument has good accuracy at the centre

of the specification limits. However, it might not be accurate at the lower or upper end of

the specification limit.

6-3 Gauge Stability

An important consideration for a gaùge is for the measurements that are made by

a particular gauge to remain stable over a period of time. One way to examine the

stability of the gauging process is to evaluate and to monitor the process using control

charts. The control chart technique is valuable in identifying any special causes of

variation that may be present in the process. To assess gauge stability, we would use the

same gauge to obtain measurements on the same parts repeatedly over time. Kane (i989)

described three types of control charts to assess gauge stability. We also discuss the use

of a cumulative-sum (or Cusum) control chart to detect small shifts in the measuring

system.
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- Control Charts

Kane (1989) described the following three tlpes of control charts:

(1) Gauge Target Control Chart

To construct a Gauge Target Control Chart, we will make ongoing repeated

measurements of the same p (e.g. p = 5 ) parts. The procedure is as follows:

Step 1:

(1) A collection of p parts is selected that span the specification limits.

(2) Using a sensitive and accurate gauge we measure these p parts and designate these

measured values as the accepted reference values for these p parts.

(3) Let T,Tr) )To be the accepted reference values of these p parts. Their average

is

(6.3)

This average, T, is the targelvalue for the average of repeated measurements to be

made on this reference set of parts.

Step 2:

We will now conduct a gauge repeatability study on a large collection of parts, say

P = 30. This study must be set up using strict repeatability conditions with a single

operator and the gauge in good working condition. The purpose of this study is to

obtain a reliable estimate of gauge repeatability, ô,"ouo,ouiriry .The crucial concern here

is ensuring that all measurements are made under repeatability conditions.
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Using the estimate of repeatability, we can now construct the Gauge Target Control Chart

as follows:

UCL =T + Aô" repeatability

CL =T
LCL =T _ ¿A" repealabilily

(6.4)

The value of the constant A ,whichis equal b 3f J p ,is obtained from the Table I in the

Appendix.

At regular and specified intervals of time, the same reference set of p parts is re-

measured and the mean measurement value, X , i, obtained. The mean measurement

value at time t , X,, can be denoted as

Í,:
X, * X, *.....t X 

o for t =1,2,.....p

V/e plot the mean value on the control chart at each time interval. Any patterns or out of

control points noted on the chart indicate a lack of stability for the gauge.

(2) Gauge Difference Control Chart

The Gauge Difference Control Chart is an altemative method to the Gauge

Target Control Chart. The idea of this control chart is to use the differences between the

individual gauge measurements, X, ,Xrr....-rX r, and the accepted reference values,

TrrTr, )To.The differences D, canbe denoted as

for i = I,2,... .., p

(6.s)

D, = X, -7,
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The mean of these differences D and

calculated as follows:

P

Zn,
D=t=t and S, =

The statistics

over time.

the corresponding standard deviation ,So can be

p

and ,S,D are the plotting statistics that will be used to monitor the gauge

If the gaùge is working as desired, we would expect the mean of the differences to

be zero. As a result, we will set the centre line on the X control chart at 0.

The centre line and the control limits for the Gauge Difference X chart are given

as follows:

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.e)

UCL: Aô'^ " repeatability

CL=0
LCL: _Aô

'^ - rcpeatabil¡ty

The centre line and control limits for the Gauge Difference ,S chart are given by:

UCL = B.ô
- 6- repeatability

CL = c.ô- 4" repeatability

LCL: B-ô .itity

The constants A, B, Bu and co are obtained from the Table I in the Appendix.

Irr Equations (6.3) and (6.9), the estimate of gauge repeatability ô ,"puo,ot¡tio is to be

obtained through the same procedure that we described in Step 2 for the Gauge Target

Control Chart.
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In order to maintain this control chart, we have to re-measure the same p parts

and subtract the accepted reference values to obtain the differences periodically over

time. Then we can use the Equations (6.7) to calculate the mean D and standard

deviation ,S, at each time interval and plot these statistics on the Gauge Difference X

and ,S chart. Again, the charts would be examined for unusual patterns of variability that

would signal a lack of gauge stability.

(3) Gauge Repeatability Control Chart

For the previous two control charts, it is necessary at each new time point to

measure the same reference set of p parts and compare the measured value against the

accepted reference value T,.h the following method, it is not necessary to use the same

p parts and compare them to the accepted reference value. This alternative approach is

to focus on the differences between two readings of measurements on each part. If the

measurements that are made by the gauge remain stable over a period of time, then the

differences and the standard deviation of the <lifferences between two readings will be

small. The procedure to conskuct a Gauge Repeatability Control Chart is as follows:

(1) Select p parts and measure these p parts twice. Denoted the first reading as X, and

second reading as Y,, i =1,2r. . . .., p .

(2) Calculate the differences between first reading X and second reading I on the part,

and denoted the differences D, as

for i -1,2,... .., pD._X._Y,rt
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(3) Calculate the mean and standard deviation of these differences:

p

zn,
D_,=,

p
and

For an ongoing process, we have to re-select another p parts and measure them.

'We 
calculate the mean of the differences D, and the standard deviation of the

differences So, at each time I using Equations (6.11). Then, we can plot this mean and

standard deviation on the Gauge Repeatability N and ,S control chart.

The centre line and control limits for Gauge Repeatability X chart are as follows:

(6.1 1)

(6.r2)

:
UCL = D + A4 2 ô,"puo,ot¡t¡,y

:
CL=D

LCL =õ - ¿Ji ôrepeatabitity

where D ir the overall mean of subgroup D values. We would likely assume this

overall mean as 0 and hence the centre line is often set equal to 0.

The 
^S 

chart for gauge repeatability is as follows:

UCL: B.J1ô repeatabilily

CL = c +J-2ô,"protouitity (6.13)

LCL = n.J-zA
repeatability

The constants A, B, Bu and c4 aÍe obtained from the Table I in the Appendix.

The estimate of gauge repeatability ô,"ruo,or,,,, in Equations (6.i2) and (6.13) can be

obtained through the same procedure that we described in Step 2 for the Gauge Target

Control Chart.
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Again, the charts would be examined for any unusual patterns or out of control

points that would indicate a lack of gauge stability.

(4) Cumulative-Sum (or Cusum) Control Chart

The control charts that we described above have a significant limitation. Those

control charts are based on the principles of the Shewhart control chart. Montgomery

(2001b) pointed out that the Shewhart control chart is insensitive to detect smali shifts in

the process. The Shewhart control chart is effective if the magnitude of the shift is as

large or larger than 1.5ø. For this reason, we might wish to use other control charts that

can be more effective in detecting small shifts in the measuring process. The cumulative-

sum (or cusum) control chart is one chart that is designed to detect small shifts in the

process. We will discuss hów to use a cusum control chart to monitor the stability of an

instrument.

For checking the stability of the gauge, the first step is, as previously, to select p

parts and measure these p parts using a sensitive and accurate gauge. These measured

values, denoted as TrrTr,""',To canbe considered as the accepted reference values of

these p parts. The second step is to use another gauge (the gauge that we would iike to

check for gauge stability) to measure the same p parts and record the measurement

values. 
'We then can use these resulting measurements to construct a cusum control chart.

In order to maintain the gauge stability, it is necessary to re-measure the same p parts on

an ongoing basis and plot these measurement values on the constructed cusum chart. Out

of control signals on the chart would indicated that the gauge lacks stability.
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For constructing the cusum chart, we calculate the average of the deviations of the

measured values from the corresponding accepted reference values at time j . This can be

denote as

'tp
D, = ^ I (X, -7,)

P ¡=t

=X -TJ

(6.r4)

(6.15)

(6.16)

(6.17)

Then we calculate the cumulative sums of these averages. The quantity that we plot on

the cumulative-sum control chart is

The starting value for the cusum, Co, is assumed to be zero.

The following cusum chart that we will present is called a Tabular Cusum

Control Chart. In order to construct this control chart, we need to calculate two tabular

cusums, one-sided upper cusum, C* , arrd one-sided lower cusum, C- .

The one-sided upper and lower cusums can be computed as

C,i =max[O, X j - (T + K) + C;_,]

C,=D.+Cj_I for j -I,2,.--...

c, :max[O, @ - K) - N j * c;-,1

and C, are taken to be zero.

and

where Cj
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In Equations (6.16) and (6.17), the value K is called the reference value (or the

allowance or the slack value). This can be defined as one-half the magnitude of the shift

that we would like to detect. We can express this as

õogduEe
t\ -- 2

(6.18)

For example, if we want to detect shift of Io -^.,^-, then the value K will be equal to

o lz.
Pauqc I

If either C* or C- exceed a decision interval H, then the measurement process

can be considered to be out-of-control. The decision interval H is frequently taken to be

five times the gauge standard deviation. Hence

H -5o gduge
(6.1e)

The centre line and control limits of the Tabular Cusum control chart are given as

follows:

UCL: H
CL:0

LCL = -H
(6.20)

We can also use the cusum control chart to assist with determining when the shift

was started to occur. A counter denoted by i/. and N- is use to record the number of

the consecutive periods that C* and C- arenon-zero. Based on the signal that indicated

an out-oÊcontrol situation and the corresponding counter value (l/* or ¡/-), we can

then determine when the process was last in control. For example, if the out-of-control

signal is given at period 15 say, and the corresponding counter value is N* =6. This
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indicated that the measurement process was last in control at period IS - 6= 9. The

shift has probably occurred between periods 9 and 10. This will assist in the

determination of what may have happened to cause the gauge to shift, and what

corrective action needs to be taken with respect to the gauge and the measurements made

by it following the shift.
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Cleaptex" 7

Companing Accuraey Befweem T'wo Measurement

lnstnunnents

7-l Test for Difference in Precision Between Two

trnstruments

For any production process, it is very important that the measurements made on

the same parts by vendor and customer inspection departments are in agreement. A

disagreement between vendor and customer inspection departments in measurements

might result, for example, in good product shipped by the vendor being rejected by the

customer. For preventing such a problem, we have to ensure that similar operational

procedures for obtaining the measurements are used by both the vendor and the customer

inspection departments. In order to determine if there are discrepancies, we can use some

simple procedures to test for any significant differences in accuracy across measuring

instruments being used by the parties involved. In this section, we wiil introduce the

procedures for testing precision and trueness between two instruments. Maloney and

Rastogi (1970) discussed a significance test for the difference in precision between two

instruments. Morgan (1939) was the first to develop this significance test.
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We here consider testing a difference in precision between two instruments. To

test for a difference between two instruments, we might consider using a test of the

difference between the variances of the two instruments. In order to compare two

instruments, each instrument measures the same set of p parts.The measured values for

instrument 1 are denoted as

xrrxrr.....rx p

whiie the values for instrument2 are

YrrYrr.....rYp (7.2)

Usually, the F test involving the ratio of the two sample variances would be used

for comparing variances from two independent samples. However, Famum (1994)

pointed out that F test does not apply in this setting. This is because, each instrument has

measured the same parts, and hence, the measurements are not independent. Morgan

(1939) developed a significance test for this setting, and this test involves the usual test of

significance associated with the correlation coefficient, r .

In order to construct this significance test, we first calculate sums and differences

of these two measured values between instrument I and instrument2 on each part. These

are denoted as

S -X.+Y.ttt i =1r2,.- -., p (7.3)

and

D,:X,-Y, i =Ir2r...., p

(7.r)

(7.4)

x, :*rt, + D,)

so that
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and

IY,=;(^S,-D,) i=1,2,....,p e.6)
¿

The variances of X and Y canbe expressed as

o'r :|ft: + .', + Zproo ro o) (7.7)
+

and

1

ol = 
O@3 

+ o'" -2proarõo), (7.g)

respectively.

Based on Equations (7.7) and (7.8), we can see that the test for the hypothesis

Ho I pro:0 is equivalenttothetestfor Ho:o', =ol.

Maloney and Rastogi (1970) have shown that the test statistic can be derived

using the correlation coefficient between the sums ,S, and the differences D, as

,^lîi1- v¡T- t - Q9)11 21L-r

where

p_

I (s, - sx¿, - n¡
; = ¡7lr¡r

lÐrr, - s¡'E(o,-D)'

We can conclude that there is a difference in precision of two instruments at d level of

significance, if ltl>t"t, (where to,ris the student's I distribution with p-2 degrees

of freedom with pre-selected a).
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7-Z Test for Difference in Trueness Between Two Instruments

Farnum (1994) provided a test procedure for testing for a difference in trueness

between two instruments. The mean D and standard deviation ,S, of the differences as

given in Equation (7.4) are

(7.I 1)

and

sr=

p

Zn,
D_'=,

p

p_

z(n, - D)'

p-I

The usual matched pairs test can be used to compare the mean of differences between

two instruments. The test statistic then is computed as follows:

D^[p

(7.r2)

(7.r3)

level of

degrees

t-
,SD

We can conclude that there is a difference in trueness of two instruments at d

significance, if I tl) t 
"t, 

(where t o,, is the Student's I distribution with p -l

of freedom with pre-selected a).
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Chapter I
.4. Gauge capabÍlity study using semiconducton

Ilata

In this section, we will consider an example using the experimental design

approach for the analysis of a gauge capability study. This will include the analysis of

variance for the nested and factorial design model, and confidence intervais on

olupuotouiriry , oleproauciuuty un6 of,o,r". The study is described in a paper by Borror,

Montgomery and Runger (1997) and the authors have kindly provided a version of the

data set for our use here. The study arises from a semiconductor manufacturing process.

For this study, four specific sites are located on a semiconductor wafer and four

measurements are recording at each of these sites on a wafer. For each day, data are

collected from three shifts (operators). Further, this experiment was conducted over a

seven-day period. ln the data set, there are 336 individual observations. The data that we

have displayed in Table 8.1 are collected from the third day. The complete data set is

attached in Table tr in the Appendix.
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Day Shift Site Measurements

3

J

J

J

J

J

J

3

3

J

3

3

I

1

1

I

2

2

2

2

J

J

J

J

I

2

3

4

1

2

J

4

I

2

J

4

31.19

30.71

30.75

30.79

30.81

30.80

30.76

30.86

30.57

30.6s

30.76

30.79

30.60

30.12

30.1t

30.76

30.71

30.71

30.80

30.72

30.36

30.67

30.75

30.10

30.91

30.71

30.71

30.6s

30.10

30.18

30.17

30.62

30.58

30.73

30.74

30.66

30.70

30.13

30.74

30.72

31.43

30.77

30.12

30.94

30.s9

30.75

30.76

30.72

Table 8.1

Before conducting any data analysis, it is recommended that graphical displays of

the data be made. First of all, we use a box and whisker plot to show the distribution of

data on a day-by-day basis.

31.
31.4

31.3
31

f st.t
Ë¡r
$ ao.o

3 ao.a

Ë eo.z
30

30.5
30.4
30.3

Day

Figure 8.1 Box and whisker plot - All 7 days
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ln Figure 8.1, we can see that the median values for all 7 days are almost the

same. However, the variation for Day 3 and Day 7 is larger than for the other 5 days.

Also, some outliers have been noted for all seven days.

Now, we would like to determine why Day 3 and Day 7 have larger variation than

the other 5 days. Again, we use side-by-side box and whisker plots to display the data for

Day 3 and Day 7 across all three shifts.

Figure 8.2 Box and whisker plot - Day 3 by Shift
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Figure 8.3 Box and whisker plot - Day 7 by Shift
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In Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3, we can see that Shift 2had alarger variation than the

other two shifts on both Day 3 and Day 7. In other words, Shift 2 may be finding it

difficult to make consistent measurements. This may weil be the reason why Day 3 and

Day 7 have larger variations. We will now examine how Shift 2 made measurements over

the 4 sites on Day 3 and Day 7. The box and whisker plots for Shift 2 across the 4 sites on

Day 3 and Day 7 are displayed in Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5.

Figure 8.4 Box and whisker plot - Day 3 (Shift 2 by Site)

Figure 8.5 Box and whiskers plot - Day 7 (Shift 2 by Site)
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h Figure 8.4, we can see that Shift 2 had difficulty making consistent

measurements at Site 1. However, we don't see this happening on Day 7. In Figure 8.5,

the variations for Site 2, Site 3 and Site 4 are quite large as compared to Site 1. This

suggested that Shift 2 had difficulty with consistency of measurements on Day 7,

especially at Site 2, Site 3 and Site 4.

Next, we will use the analysis of variance to analyze the gauge capability study

with a nested and factorial design. In this example, three factors of interest are Day (D),

Shift (O), and Site (S). We treated all three factors as random and the model for this

design, as given by Borror, Montgomery and Runger (1997), is

(8.i)

where Xro,,, itthe m't'measurementatthe k"' sitemadebythe j"' shiftonthe i"' day.

Now, using the data from Table II in the Appendix, we can construct the analysis

of variance for the model in Equation (8.1). The sums of squares are computed as

follows:

f, =t,2;...,d
X¡0,,,= ltt D,+O(D) j(t) +So + SO(D)kj,,r* R,,,,,,, )i =r'2'""'o

lO 
= r,2;' '.,s

l* =I,2,....,ft

dos,X'
,SS, :>III X,1^, -=

i=t j=t k=t n=l AOS0

- (30.69)' + (30.70)' +....+(30.7g)' -(103??'21)'\/336
:2.999
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ss,",- 1 >*: -I:-
OST| ¡=t AOSt

= + Kr47s.2s)' +.....+ (1478.22)'l-G03?2?r)'48" / \ / J n6
:0.267

ss"*:+ Lx,o -!:-
d.Ofl t=t dOSn

1

- -!-¡çzslz.6l)' + . . . . - + (2582.r l)' I - 
(103?2 ?t)'

84../\--_/JT6
= 0.005

sso,,,=tÉf*; - 1>*:
Sll ¡=t j=t OSll ¡=t

1: -:-l (49 I .7 9)' + . . . . . + (49 t.43)' I - 3 17 537 .7 0516" /

= 0.41,6

,s,s" : Ðäåå x'¡0,,, -:Zät_,*;r

: 3r7540.437 - !¡gzz.SA), + . . . . . + (r23.r4), l
4

:1.685

In above calculation, SSo can be considered as ,S,S-----.^^,,,^. . This is because, 'repeardDurty

,S,S* can be represented as a sum of squares of the differences of observations within

repeated measurements from their average. The repeatability in this study can be

considered as the varability within 4 replicated measurements, at 4 specific sites, across 3

shifts, on 7 days.
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Finally,

ssro,r, -,ss, - sso - ^ssr,, - ss",,, - sso,r,

= 2.999 - 1.685 - 0.267 - 0.005 - 0.416
:0.626

In this example, the expected mean squares for the components are given by

E(MS o"r) = oi + 4o!oro, + l6o's@¡ + 48oi

E(MS si,") - oi + 4oloro, + 84o'z,

E(MS o@)) = oi + 4o!oro, + 16o3ro¡

E(MS so@,): o] + 4olo,o,

and

E(MS *): oi

The analysis of variance is summanzed as follows:

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-value P-value

Day 6

shift (DÐ 14

Site 3

SitexShift (DÐ 60

Repeatability 252

Total 335

0.267

0.416

0.005

0.626

1.685

2.999

0.0445

0.0297

0.00i7

0.0104

0.0067

r.498 0.2496

2.856 0.002s

0.163 0.9210

t.552 0.0100

Table 8.2

Based on the analysis of variance from Table 8.2,we see that the factors Day and

Site with P-value 0.2496 and 0.9210 respectively are not significant. However, the Shift

within Day effect and the Site crossed with Shift within Day effect do differ significantly.
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Thus, the major source of variability is from the shift-to-shift variation within days. Were

we to want to reduce this shift-to-shift variability we need to find out why the

measurements that are made by different operators show such inconsistency on different

days.

We have now to decide which terms should keep in the fînal model. In Table 8.2,

the Day effect and the Site effect are not statistically signifîcant. However, we note that

the Site crossed with Shift within Day effect is statistically significant. Because of this,

we should keep the Site and the Day effect in our final model. For these reasons, we will

retain all four terms (Day, Site, Shift within Day, and Site crossed with Shift within DaÐ

in the final model.

We now show how to use the mean squares from Table 8.2 to obtain the estimates

of the variance components. In order to construct estimators for the variance components,

we again consider the expected mean squares provided earlier. We can easily see that, the

variance component ozo canbe written as

_z _ E(MS o"r) - E(MS o@))vÐ- 
4g

and hence its estimator is

L2 MS o" - MSorol
v^- '48

We can also find the estimators for the variance components øj,

similarly:

:z MS r,," - MS roto¡

"84

o'o,o, a|o<o¡ and o'o
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:2 MS oro, - MS roro,
" o(D) rc

^2 MSro,o,-MS^
" so(D)

+

and

ô1=MS*

The estimate of the variance component for Day is

^ 2 MS o,, _ MS oro, 0.0445 _ 0.0297 
^Æ-_vD- 

4g - 4g =t'

The estimate of the variance component for Site is

^ 2 MS 
"" 

_ MS 
'oro, 

0.001 7 _ 0.0104
_L_L/s- g4 g4

The estimate of the variance component for Shift within Day is

A2 _MSoro, - MSrotot 0.0297 - o.olo4- :0.0012"o(o)- 16 - 
16

The estimate of the variance component for Site crossed with Shift within Day is

:z MSroro, - MS^ o.o104 - 0.0067 :0.0009"so1o¡- 4 -- 4

The repeatability of the gauge can be estimated by MS 
^, 

this can be computed as

ô|"p*øt¡t¡ty = MS * = 0.0067
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Borror, Montgomery and Runger (1997) has shown that the estimates of the

variance components for reproducibility and gauge variability can be computed as

follows:

õl"p*auritirly = ô'oro, + ô3oro,

= 0.0012 + 0.0009

= 0.0021

and

ô'**" = ô1"p*ntitity + ô1uo-o*,ur,"

- 0.0067 + 0.0021

= 0.0088

Using the results above, the confidence intervals on ol"p"ototitity can be easily

obtained. The95%o confidence interval on oluouo,nniüty canbe computed as

dot(n -I)ô1"r"**r,, a n, .dos(n -I)ô1,0"","u,,,,
2 -"repeatability- ^,2lo.ozs,dos(,-t) Iã.ots,aos6-r¡

252(0.0067) <,r, <252(0.0067)
297.964 - " repearabititv - 20g.g23

0.0057 s oluo"*oi,,,, < 0.00g0

In Chapter 5, we mentioned that the exact confidence intervals foÍ oT"p,oa,"ititity

and o'*,r" may not be found. However, Searle (Ig7I) provides details for the

construction of approximate 100(1 - ø)% confidence interval estimates for any linear
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function of expected mean squares. Using Equation (5.3), an approximate 95%

confidence interval on ol"o,oau,ititity canbe determined from

Vôl"pro¿ur¡t¡t¡ty 
a nz aVôlupro¿u"¡t¡nty

ri.orr,, - - reproducib,itv - 
ri.rrr,,

where, similar to Equation (5.4) but for the model used in this example,

v- (ô1"0-o**,,,r)'

dforo, df ,oro, df 
^

(0.0021)'

(rl t6)' (0.02e7)', elr6)' (0.0 r04)', el 4),(0.0067)'
* óu 252

=13.7543 x14

Therefore, the approximate 95Yo confidence interval on oï"0_au"ibiriry is

t4(0.0021) <o, <14(0.0021)
26.rlg9 - - reproducibiritv - 5.62973

0.001 l3 oiuo_*,ibitity <0.0052

Similarly, using Equation (5.5) an approximate 95o/o confidence interval oî 02 can be

found as

uô| - uô2gauge 
<62 <--- Eauge

r3.orr,, 
- ,ailse 

r1'rr,*
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where Lt is now given by

4, _ 
(ô**,)'

¿¿-
(lf sn)' MS'o,o, *l(s -l)f snf'MS|u,o, , l(" _Dl"l'MS;

df;_ -T*T
(0.0088)'

(116)'(0.02s7)' 
* (!rc), e.orcÐ' * çl+f fo.ooat>,

14 60 252
-189.0188ry189

Therefore, the approximate 95o/o confidence interv al on 6f,,,,r" is

1gg(0.0099) ¿^, - 1gg(0.00gg)

229.9636 - - sauge - ß2.9221
0.0073 <o1^_. <0.0109gauge
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Appendíx

I. Table I: F'actors for Constructing Variable Control Charts

II. Table II: Semiconductor Data
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Table I: Factors for Constructing Variables Control Chart

Observations

in Sample

2

3

4

5

6

1

8

9

10

11

t2

13

l4

15

r6

t7

18

t9

20

2t

22

23

24

25

d'BoB'C¿

2.121

1.732

1.500

1342

r.225

t.r34

1.061

1.000

0.949

0.905

0.866

0.832

0.802

0.775

0.750

0.728

0.707

0.688

0.611

0.655

0.640

0.626

0.612

0.600

0.7979

0.8862

0.9213

0.9400

0.9515

0.9s94

0.9650

0.9693

0.9727

0.9754

0.9776

0.9794

0.9810

0.9823

0.9835

0.9845

0.98s4

0.9862

0.9869

0.9816

0.9882

0.9887

0.9892

0.9896

0

0

0

o

0.029

0.113

0.179

0.232

0.276

0.313

0.346

0.374

0.399

0.421

0.440

0.458

0.415

0.490

0.504

0.516

0.528

0.539

0.549

0.559

2.606

2.276

2.088

1.964

1.814

1.806

1.7 5t

1.707

1.669

t.631

1.610

1.585

1.563

t.544

1.526

1.51 1

t.496

1.483

1.470

1.459

t.448

r.438

1.429

1.420

1.128

L693

2.0s9

2.326

2.534

2.704

2.847

2.970

3.078

3.r73

3.258

3.336

3.401

3.412

3.532

3.588

3.640

3.689

3.735

3.718

3.819

3.858

3.895

3.93 I

Source: Montgomery,Ð.C. (1997). Infi'oduction to Støtisticøl Quality Control,3'd ed. John Wiley & Sons,

New York, NY.
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Table nX: Semiconductor Data

Day Shift Site Measurements

1

1

1

1

1

I
1

1

1

I
1

1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

J

J
J

J
J

)
J
J

J
J
J

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1

1

1

I
2
2
2
2
J

3

J
J

1

1

I
1

2
2
2
2
J

3

J
J

1

I
1

1

2
2
2
2
J
J

3

J

1

1

1

1

2
2
2
2

I
2
J

4
1

2
J

4
I
2

J

4
1

2
J

4
I
2
3

4
I
2
3

4
I
2
J

4
1

2
J

4
1

2
J

4
i
2
3

4
1

2
aJ

4

30.69
30.73
30.73
30.73
30.68
30.70
30.7r
30.71
30.17
30.76
30.76
30.74
30.70
30.68
30.69
30.7r
30.72
30.77
30.76
30.75
30.72
30.71
30.70
30.69
31.19
30.71
30.75
30.79
30.81
30.80
30.76
30.86
30.57
30.65
30.76
30.79
30.74
30.73
30.73
30.74
30.64
30.69
30.68
30.76

30.70
30.76
30.76
30.74
30.83
30.76
30.72
30.70
30.73
30.71
30.72
30.71
30.70
30.7t
30.70
30.68
30.69
30.74
30.74
30.76
30.65
30.67
30.7r
30.67
30.60
30.72
30.7r
30.76
30.77
30.7r
30.80
30.72
30.36
30.67
30.75
30.70
30.89
30.73
30.75
30.70
30.54
30.7r
30.75
30.77

30.74
30.13
30.76
30.75
30.76
30.7r
30.72
30.72
30.72
30.72
30.70
30.72
30.71
30.71
30.7r
30.70
30.74
30.73
30.75
30.73
3t.02
30.74
30.70
30.69
30.91
30.77
30.77
30.6s
30.70
30.78
30.77
30.62
30.s8
30.73
30.74
30.66
30.69
30.66
30.70
30.68
30.62
30.66
30.67
30.74

30.73
30.76
30.75
30.73
30.96
30.74
30.71
30.72
30.73
30.73
30.7r
30.72
30.74
30.71
30.72
30.72
30.75
30.73
30.72
30.72
30.78
30.70
30.72
30.72
30.70
30.73
30.74
30.72
3t.43
30.77
30.72
30.94
30.59
30.75
30.76
30.72
30.76
30.68
30.71
30.78
30.77
30.63
30.71
30.70
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Table II (Continued)

1

2
J

4
I
2
J

4
1

2
J

4
1

2
J

4
1

2
3

4
1

2
3

4
I
2
J

4
1

2
J

4
1

2
aJ

4
1

2
J

4

30.52
30.61
30.70
30.71
30.84
30.7t
30.73
30.71
30.93
30.78
30.75
30.76
30.80
30.72
30.72
30.7t
30.78
30.75
30.76
30.79
30.71
30.73
30.69
30.73
30.72
30.74
30.74
30.74
30.93
30.82
30.92
30.85
30.84
30.82
30.89
30.77
30.52
30.68
30.56
30.77

30.67
30.69
30.70
30.76
30.71
30.73
30.72
30.76
30.76
30.74
30.73
30.73
30.67
30.83
30.78
30.78
30.53
30.79
30.74
30.81
30.74
30.83
30.58
30.73
30.74
30.75
30.74
30.75
30.82
30.87
30.83
30.84
30.70
30.72
30.70
30.96
30.68
30.68
30.65
30.77

30.67
30.69
30.77
30.76
30.74
30.73
30.75
30.74
30.93
30.79
30.76
30.79
30.65
30.78
30.76
30.75
30.71
30.76
30.73
30.77
30.74
30.71
30.62
30.69
30.72
30.76
30.75
30.72
30.98
30.87
30.81
30.81
30.60
30.67
30.8s
30.55
30.66
30.76
30.62
30.81

30.74
30.70
30.60
30.65
30.85
30.76
30.75
30.72
30.81
30.77
30.70
30.76
30.77
30.76
30.82
30.69
30.70
30.80
30.79
30.80
30.61
30.76
30.64
30.61
30.73
30.73
30.75
30.77
31.05
30.96
30.75
30.80
30.75
3t.22
31..17

30.67
30.84
30.89
30.75
30.79

Source: Borror, C. M., Montgomery, D.C. and Runger G.C. (1997). "Confrdence Intervals for Variance

Components from Gauge Capability Studies." Quality ond Reliability Engineering International 13, pp.

361-369.
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